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Black students march for change
Protesters want
more minorities
enrolled at JMU
by Drew vanEsselstyn
news editor
More than 75 black students marched
across campus Wednesday to protest what
they called an "unsettling" atmosphere for
JMU's minority students.
The march followed JMU President
Ronald Carrier's response to a set of
demands issued Monday by concerned
students. Carrier responded by letter, and
said that the proposals by the group were
unrealistic and could not be met given the
current financial constraints in higher
education.
Carrying signs that read "JMU's black
students are going, going, gone" and
"JMU's black students: They're seen but
not heard," the group voiced its concern
that African-American students were
being neglected in some ways by the
administration.
In a statement, the group wrote that
certain areas of the administration had not
"been conducive to the needs of AfricanAmerican students, and consequently, the
atmosphere of the university has become
unsettling over the past four years."
Students in the group, Coalition of
Concerned African-American Students
(CCAAS), began their march near Hillside
Hall and followed a path that led them
past Varner House, which houses JMU's
admissions office.
The group then voiced their demands
on the steps of Wilson Hall. The demands
include a call for more than a 50 percent
increase in African-American enrollment,
a six-fold increase in African-American
faculty positions, and more funding for
minority student recruitment efforts.
The group targeted various offices on
campus and demanded certain measures
be implemented in each area to better meet
the needs of African-Americans at JMU.
The group asked that at least four
African-American faculty members be
hired by each department on campus.
Currently, JMU employs 27 AfricanAmerican faculty members and
administrators. According to a statement
issued by the JMU Office of Media
Relations, the added positions would
require a commitment to the creation of
"140 new positions and an additional $7
million at a time when the university's
budget is already severely strained."
The students also requested the
allotment of a minimum of $25,000 per
year over the next 10 years from the office
MARCH page 2
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Students march across campus Wednesday calling for Increased minority enrollment, recruitment and awareness.

Mabe wins top office in SGA election
from staff reports

Sophomore Jennifer Mabe will be
the new student government president
for the 1994-95 school year after
yesterday's Student Government
Association and Honor Council
elections.
Mabe said, "It is something I have
worked so hard on for so long ... it
really means a lot."
In the race for SGA vice president,
no candidate received a minimum of
50 percent of the vote so there will be
a runoff next Tuesday, April 5,
between sophomore Jenny Biondi and
junior Laura Jenkins.
Biondi and Jenkins received the
highest percentages of votes for vice
president.
There will also be a runoff for SGA
treasurer between junior Jennifer
Kern and sophomore Chris Smith
because no one candidate received at
least 50 percent of the vote.
In uncontested races, junior
Annmarie Lemnios will be the new

SGA secretary, junior Francine
Makris will be Honor Council
president and sophomore Chris Sikes
will be Honor Council vice president.
Mabe captured 56 percent of the
vote to win the office of president
over sophomore Alan Harris, who
received 41 percent of the vote.
Mabe said that she wants to fuse
"practical and ideological" qualities
into the SGA and would like to see
the SGA have more input into
restructuring. She also said that she
feels she can act as a voice for
students.
"So many students feel like they're
not being heard. I can act as a really
great student voice ... I can express
to the administration how students
feel," she said.
Harris said, "It was fun ... I feel
love on this campus." He said he
thought it was great that people came
out and voted and he wishes Mabe
"the best of luck."
SOA page 2
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of admissions to SMO for the "recruitment
of non-white students."
The group also demanded that, by fall
1995, black students should represent 12
percent of the total JMU population.
Currently, the black population at JMU is
7.4 percent of the total enrollment.
In order to help in this effort, the group
asked that one position in the admissions
office be filled by an African-American
and another position be created
specifically to work with minority
recruitment. This person would be
selected from a pool of applicants with
"one to two years experience working
with non-white students on a
predominantly white campus."
The administration's statement said the
demands issued by the group were
"unreasonable and are not realistically
achievable. While the intentions of
CCAAS may be good, these demands are
out of the question."
In the statement, it was cited that in
order for the black population to rise to 12
percent by 1995, 40 percent of freshmen,
due to begin at JMU in the 1995 fall
semester, would have to be AfricanAmerican.
Alan Cerveny, associate vice president
for admissions and enrollment services,
said he thought that 12 percent black
enrollment was a good goal, but not
feasible now given the current
composition of JMU's applicant pool. But
he said it is possible for the population of
black students to increase in the next
several years, as JMU's total enrollment
increases.
Cerveny said the goals of the
admissions office and the goals of
CCAAS were not too far apart. °
"The communication between our
office and the students involved in this
hasn't been what it's needed to be," he
said. "And I think a lot of this is not so
much that either side doesn't have the
same interests in mind, but that we were
just not understanding what each side is
interested in."
The students had taken their demands to
Carrier on Monday and requested a
meeting with him to be scheduled for
Tuesday.
While presenting the group's demands
in front of Wilson Hall, group spokesman
Omari Sanders said the president of
Students for Minority Outreach went to
Carrier's office Tuesday to check on the
proposed meeting. Carrier declined to
meet with the students.
In a letter to Stephanie Dillard,
president of SMO, on Wednesday, Carrier
wrote, "While I agree philosophically with
much that you propose, the numerical
goals are totally out of reach. I did want to
reassure you that James Madison
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Freshman Omari Sanders, spokesman for the Coalition of Concerned AfrincanAmerican Students, addresses minority concerns to a crowd at Wilson Hall.

University remains fully committed to
active recruitment of African-American
students and to meeting those students'
needs."
Danielle Bridgeforth, spokeswoman
and member of CCAAS said that a
meeting with Carrier was necessary and
that the group decided to stage the protest
Wednesday because members wanted
their demands to be heard.
"If this was as much of a priority as
[Carrier] said it was, then he would have
at least met with us, even if he didn't
totally agree with everything in our
proposal," Bridgeforth said later.
Bridgeforth said the group's protest was
primarily motivated by a lack of response
from the administration on the issue of
African-American students' recruitment
and enrollment.
In his speech, Sanders said, "We are
requesting that the Black Freshman
Weekend Program be reinstated
immediately on a permanent basis."
Bridgeforth said, "We're concerned
basically with the fact that we don't feel

the administration and admissions have
been doing their job of rigorously
recruiting high- quality black students to
this university. Some of the programs used
in the past, such as Black FreShman
Weekend and Black Emphasis Day, were
not done this year."
The weekend was originally designed
to help recruit African-American students.
Cerveny said its discontinuation was
caused by a lack of support by SMO.
But Bridgeforth said SMO withdrew its
support because, "the administration,
especially admissions, was trying to put
the bulk of the responsibility on the
Students for Minority Outreach."
"Admissions is basically having us do
the entire job," she said. "And so we felt
that it was in our best interests to back out.
so that admissions would realize what they
are not doing."
Also, the percentage of students who
attended Black Freshman Weekend and
then enrolled at JMU had slipped from 65
percent in 1987 to "well below 50
percent" by 1993, according to Cerveny.

A total of 1,909 students voted in
the election, 268 more than last year.
Jenkins received 34.6 percent of
the vote in the vice presidential
election, and Biondi won 33.2
percent. Incumbent Allan Grimsley, a
senior, received 28.8 percent of the
vote.
Biondi said she was "kind of
shocked" that the vice presidential
results were so close. "I thought
Grimsley was a very strong
candidate," she said.
She said she hopes all the voters
"look at my past experience and
realize that I work hard and meet the
goals I set" as they vote in the runoff
election Tuesday.
Jenkins said she was really pleased
that so many people came out to vote
that "might not normally have."
She also said she was really
excited about defeating an incumbent
and about the message voters sent
about wanting changes within the
SGA.
Jenkins said that next week would
be "stressful and a challenge" and
that it wouldn't be easy to show the
differences between her and her
opponent but that she was glad to be
in the runoff.
Grimsley said, "I was running
against two really good candidates."
In the race for treasurer. Kern
received 37.5 percent of the vote,
while Smith won 36.9 percent. Junior
Steven Rennyson had 19.7 percent of
the vote.
Kern said she was thankful that
she has gotten to this point in the
election. "I hope I can maintain the
lead," she said.
She added that she expected to be
in the runoff and encourages voters
to "come back out and vote again."
Smith said he believes he and
Kern "both have the students in
mind."
"I'm very happy with the results.
I'd like to encourage students who
voted for Rennyson to jump on our
bandwagon," Smith said.
'It's going to be a great couple of
days," Smith said.
In the unopposed races, Lemnios,
Makris and Sikes each received 87
percent of the total vote.
Sikes said last night that he is
excited about training for his new
job. "I'm going to be very dedicated
to my job next year and am ready to
get started."
Lemnios, Makris and Rennyson
were not available for comments.
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News
SGA cuts own budget, allocates $418,000 to groups
by Cristie Breen
SGA reporter
The Student Government Association
allocated nearly $418,000 to 12 JMU
student organizations during its five-hour
meeting Tuesday night in Warren Hall.
But before the front-end budgeting
debates, the Senate passed a bill
increasing the duties of the SGA
Lobbying Coordinator position
gjf*
while reducing the position's JS.
annual stipend from $1,000
to $600.
Commuter Sen. Maggie
Brock, who read the bill,
announced that passage of
the bill would make the
lobbying
coordinator
responsible for addressing the
Senate monthly on legislative issues,
overseeing voter registration and
distributing financial aid information to
students.
The original bill, proposed by
Commuter Sen. Tim Cooke at last week's
meeting, called for abolishing the position
altogether, but was amended to increase
the duties and decrease the stipend.
During debate on the issue Tuesday,
there was talk among some senators of
abolishing the position altogether, as was
the case with the original bill.
Laura McClintock, the current lobbying
coordinator said, "Building lobbying into
our body takes more than one year. If we
want to continue doing strong work in

i

Richmond, this is a position that needs to
stay."
Commuter Sen. Michael Booker said he
wanted the $400 taken from the lobbying
coordinator position to help fund lobbying
trips to D.C. and Richmond for the SGA
Legislative Action Committee.
The bill was passed at the beginning of
—
the meeting to enable the $400 cut
from the stipend to be put into
the contingency account. This
^ would enable it to be given
out to organizations later
that evening during frontend budgeting.
Commuter Sen. Mark
Wunder,
Finance
Committee
chairman,
announced the committee's
recommendations for how much
.
" money each group should receive
as part of the front-end budgeting process.
Wunder said his committee was able to
give almost all OF the groups a budget
increase from last year and looked at each
group's needs separately when deciding
their budget recommendations.
WXJM received a total of about
$15,000, a decrease from the 1992-93
budget of about $19,000. Some of the
funds will help WXJM purchase a new
mixing board.
Senators debated giving funds to
WXJM for media and communications
purposes and gave the radio station
additional money to purchase bumper
stickers and money for advertising and

publicity.
Kara McGuirk, the general manager for
WXJM, stressed the need for additional
supplies and publicity because of the radio
station's recent transition to a 24-hour
format.
The SGA received a total of about
$36,000, a decrease of more than $4,000
from the 1992-93 budget
Senators debated whether $1,200 of
those funds should purchase a copier for
the SGA office, an expense SGA President
Josh Pringle deemed "very necessary." He
said the price of printing services this year
at Duke's Duplicates, the contractor of
SGA printing services, has exceeded the
SGA's printing budget.
The Black Student Alliance received
about $18,024, an increase of almost
$5,000 from their 1992-93 budget
The group asked for an increase in
funding for convention and education
services to enable them to reach out to
more black students on campus and work
on recruiting more minorities to JMU.
BSA President Verta Maloney said the
group needed more money so they could
sponsor more speakers and activities.
"We are a black UPB. We're
programming for black students, but we're
attracting students from a larger audience
than that" Maloney said.
Maloney said the decrease in black
enrollment from ten to seven percent of
the student body in the past three years
should push the Senate to allocate money
to them for the purpose of recruitment and

Renovations to occur on Quad halls
by Steve Lee
staff writer
Spotswood Hall will not be a
residence hall for the next two
years.
According to Jim McConnel,
director of the Office of
Residence Life, it will be used as
office space for the 1994-95
academic year and will be closed
for renovation the following year.
Office space will be needed
when Alumnae, Sheldon and
Johnston Halls are renovated next
year. The renovations include
electrical and plumbing work, he
said.
The halls will be renovated
one at a time and occupants will
be temporarily moved into
Spotswood during each of the
renovations. Each hall will move
in rotation until all three halls are
completed.
Spotswood will then be
updated through renovations
beginning in May 1995,
McConnel said. Ashby Hall will
also be updated beginning in May
19%.
Converse and Cleveland Halls
will also be updated, but
renovations should be completed
over three summers, possibly
starting in the summer of 1995,

AMY PETRUCCI

Senior Mark Wunder, chairman of the
SGA finance committee, discusses
the budget at Tuesday's meeting.

retention of black students.
The following organizations received
funding from the SGA:
• The Commuter Student Council was
given $9,378, after they asked for a
decrease from last year's $12,621.
Most of the cuts the council wrote into
their budget came from their printing costs
and skilled services.

Governor's strike force
holds hearing in Verona
by Cyndy Liedtke
senior writer

ERICA BLEEG

Spotswood Hall will serve as offices and undergo renovations
over the next two years.

McConnel said. Since the
renovations are minor, there are
no plans to close down the
residence halls, McConnel said.
The estimated cost to renovate
Spotswood, Converse, Ashby and
Cleveland is $5.6 million,
according to McConnel. The
money to renovate the halls will
come from a reserve fund for
ORL.
According to the university's
chief engineer John Crim, the
preliminary estimate to renovate
Alumnae, Sheldon and Johnston
Halls is $819,000. The estimation

could change once the project has
started, he said.
The funding will come from a
maintenance reserve fund, a
state-approved
budget
specifically for building
maintenance, Crim said.
Current Spotswood residents
have been given priority
according to their class standings
to choose rooms for next year,
since Spotswood will be closed.
Resident advisers already
assigned to Spotswood for next
SPOTSWOOD page 10
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VERONA — Gov. George
Allen went to his Shenandoah
Valley constituents Tuesday
night to hear their concerns
about state government.
About 250 local citizens
came out to address his Blue
Ribbon
Strike
Force
Governor's Commission on
Government Reform at a
public hearing at the Augusta
County Government Center. It
was the second of five
hearings being held around the
state.
According to Otis Brown,
chairman of the commission,
the hearings are designed to
receive suggestions and
comments on the "structure,
procedure and operations of
state government"
At the beginning of the
hearing, Brown said, "This is
your opportunity to express
your views." Citizens were
given five minutes each to
address the commission.
Allen said at the beginning
of the hearing that the goal

was to improve state
government and make it more
efficient He said that creating
the strike force was his first
accomplishment as governor
and he wanted to give private
citizens the chance to voice
their concerns.
"The purpose of this
hearing is to hear from you,
the people of Virginia," he
said.
"This
is
your
government, and we want to
hear your ideas."
However, there were some
guidelines placed on what
could be addressed during the
hearing. Matters relating to
state agencies, the efficiency
of
state
government,
privatization of services and
getting rid of burdensome
regulations were discussed.
Several aspects of state
government were addressed at
the hearing, such as the prison
system, state involvement with
volunteerism, regulatory
agencies and environmental
regulations.
Representatives
from
JMU's EARTH group came to
GOVERNOR page 10
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OFF

any
aquatic
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Need an adventure..

Virginia's Hang Gtcfng School

Glide down the
training hill
on your first lesson.
Call 432-6537 to make a reservation

Spring 1994

Green Valley
dry goods
& trading

PINK FLOYD
TICKET
DRAWING!
2 Tickets for Sat. July
9th Sold Out Show."
Check Store for

-*•

Details.

BOOK FAIR
OVER 250,000 NEW, CURRENT BOOKS
ALL AT 60% - 90% OFF RETAIL
Featuring Current Best Sellers, Reference, History,
Literature, Fiction, Children's, Cookbooks, Computers,
plus most other subjects.

APRIL BOOK FAIR DATES:
Saturday, April 9 & Sunday, April 10
Saturday, April 16 & Sunday, April 17 '
Open Saturdays 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Open Sundays 10 a.m.-d p.m.
NEW: Hxtended Sunday hours, extra parking, more Checkout lines <& extra
Credit Card machines—More books than ever!!

Green Valley Book Fair, Inc.
Body Piercing this
Friday 2-5PM
51 i r.ii/aiviii St.
Uarrisonbura. VA 22801

"The East Coast's #1 Book Clearance Center"
Located between llarrisonburg and Slaunlon in the heart of the Shcnandoah Valley.
Take 1-81, Ml. Crawford Exit 240 . Turn cast on IU. 682.
Watch for signs. Only 1 1/2 miles off 1-81.

(703)434-4260
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Main Street houses add character
Former residences turned into university facilities
by Jennifer Overman
asst. news editor

by Lee S. Bumgarner
staff writer

While the old homes that surround
JMU may not have all the modern
conveniences of other office buildings,
they provide an interesting and more
relaxing alternative to working in a
traditional office, according to David
Taylor, director of Nicholas House.
Nicholas House is one of 10 houses
that have been converted from homes
into office space or storage areas for the
university. Some have even served as
fraternity or sorority houses.
One thing that unites them all is that
each one has an unusual story attached
to it.
Sorority once called Nicholas House
'home'

Built on South Main St. in 1909,
Nicholas House belonged to the C.E.
Nicholas family, according to Madison
College, the First Fifty Years by Ray
Dingledine. Nicholas House was bought
by Madison College for $16,000 in 19S7
because there wasn't enough room on
campus to house all the students.
Taylor said that Nicholas House was
used as a dormitory until the Zeta Tau
Alpha sorority moved in from living in
Lincoln House in 1958.
Nicholas House was then used to
house the Art Department, but it is now
used for publications operations.
The most interesting part of the house
is the attic, Taylor said. "We went up
there and found varieties of things,
including very early television
production stuff that was left behind.
"It has its own character," he said.
'It's not like working in a stuffy office .
.. but it has its problems."
For example, the floors are beautiful
and there are two fireplaces that are no
longer being used, but many of the
floors are uneven, Taylor said.
One room had heavy carpeting laid
down because of the uneven floors. The
people who work in the room use a chair
with rollers, which would roll into the

PHOTOS BY ROGER WOLLENBERG

Nicholas House, dating back to 1909, now houses publications operations.

desk when someone propped up their
feet, he said.
In addition to the structural problems,
there may also be a resident ghost,
whom Taylor said might be the ghost of
Dr. C.E. Nicholas.
"At one point, there was a soft drink
machine and it seemed very
mysterious," he says with a laugh. "No
one would be around it, and then this
drink would fall into the tray for no
reason."
Sandra Boiling, a senior who has
worked at Nicholas House for two years,
said that working in a house is more like
working at home than working in an
office.
"It's more like walking into your
home," she said. "The problem is that it
limits what you can do with-the space.
You can't really remodel, and you can't
put anything in the attic or basement, so
it all has to go in the house itself."
If given the choice between working
in a place like Nicholas House and
working in a traditional office, however,
Boiling said she would choose Nicholas
House.
Even with its lack of space and
sufficient insulation, "the best thing is
that it reminds you that we haven't
really come that far," she said
Ghostly stirrings occur at Lincoln
House

Zirkle House, which now houses art
galleries of student and area artists,
to full of Madison College history.

Scholar talks
on political
correctness,
race relations

Built in 1910, Lincoln House, also
located on South Main St., was named
after the E.E. Lincoln family, who last
lived in the house, said Angela
Seymour, the director.
In the years 1938-40, more students
went to Madison College than was
expected at the time, especially because
of World War U. According to Madison
College, the First Fifty Years, the
"housing problem [was] acute." The
president of the college at the time,

Samuel Duke, rented Lincoln House
from the family to use as a dormitory.
The Alpha Sigma Tau sorority
organized in the spring of 1944 and
lived there until it moved into Zirkle
House in 1955, according to Madison
College.
The sorority Zeta Tau Alpha then
moved into Lincoln House until
Nicholas House was bought.
"I get a lot of older women who stop
by and say, 'Hey, I used to live here, I
remember this,'" Seymour said.
Sigma Nu fraternity also used the
house until about 10 years ago, when the
Theatre Department took it over. Now, it
serves as a costume shop for the Theatre
Department, she said.
The attic in Lincoln House is a room
of great interest, Seymour said. Old
costumes from plays are stored up there.
"It's a great place to be on Halloween
night," she said.
She added that the biggest oddity to
this house is its ghost, which everyone
has heard or seen quite a few times.
"It's always a man in a frock coat,"
she explained. "Students describe him as
a butler.
"You can hear people in the building
when no one is supposed to be there.
Shelves and everything on them will be
spilled on the other side of the room
when you come in the next morning
when you know no one was there," she
said.
Although Seymour is the only fulltime employee, there are ten student
assistants who also work in Lincoln
House.
The ghost seems to be named
Richard, she said. "One night, one of the
guys who work here came running
downstairs, saying, 'His name is
Richard, I know he's Richard,'" she
STREET page 11

As part of JMU's continuing Visiting
Scholar's program, University of Kentucky
sociology Professor Doris Wilkinson spoke
in Grafton-Stovall Theatre on Monday
afternoon about political correctness and
race relations.
Wilkinson addressed a crowd of about
500 people on the subject of "Building
Harmony: Race Relations in an Era of
Political Correctness." She stressed the
power of the university in changing society
in general.
"My thesis is that the university . . .
should be the place where we not only pose
philosophical
questions and
initiate
scientific
questions,
but
also
where we
develop
models for
solving
social
problems,"
Wilkinson
said.
She said that the university has a<—
responsibility to promote racial harmony in
society. Wilkinson told the audience to ask
themselves that if the university is
responsible, "then which institution will
assume this responsibility?"
Speech communication Professor Roger
Soenksen said political correctness is a
movement that resulted from the idea that
"words can cause pain, and, therefore,
society should work to use words that are as
neutral as far as their connotation."
When an individual then hears the '
offensive word, they will not be able to
interpret a hateful or improper usage by
today's social norm, Soenksen said.
Besides political correctness, Wilkinson
also touched on the subject of affirmative
action. She defined affirmative action as
"inclusion of the excluded."
Assistant Professor of political science
Ming
Ivory
said
there
are
misunderstandings about the purpose of
affirmative action.
Its original purpose was to increase the
number of minorities who would compete
on the basis of merit. But it lost merit in the
eyes of many when it was used simply to
set quotas for a certain race. Ivory said.
Students who attended Wilkinson's
speech had varying reactions to political
correctness and race relations at JMU.
Freshman Sheena Hulin said, "Among
the students, I think race relations are pretty
good. I've never had any problems with any
students. Everyone is pretty much friends. I
felt like when I was viewing schools, it
[JMU] seemed like one of the most
diverse."
Byron Bullock, director of the Center for
Multicultural Student Services, said
although race relations are not that bad at
JMU, there is still room for improvement.
SCHOLAR page 11
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ATTENTION ALL CLUBS AND ORGANIZATIONS
NEW POLICY FOR RESERVING SPACE
this semester, al clubs and organizations must
(2) members to be responsible for making and overseeing al
reservations through the Event Planning Office, and attending a Nuts
aid Bolts session. ONLY those designated members may reserv
for the Fai semester. Time is running out!
Only 0 more Nuts and Bolts workshops left!
CONTACT DEBBIE PINE IN TAYLOR 205 OR EXT. 6530
SIGN UP FOR A NUTS AND BOLTS WORKSHOP.

Books open Apr! 11!

READY FOR
SOMETHING ELSE?

CORRECTION:

Clayborne's is having
the party of the week,
every week.

The Breeze regrets a spelling error
made in an advertisement on page
12 of the March 28th issue. KPMG Peat
Marwick welcomes Ketan Parekh to
its staff.

WEDNESDAYS AND THURSDAYS 4-9 P.M.
COVER CHARGE $3.00
Basket of Chicken Wings ...99*
1/3 lb Shrimp ...$05
Basket of Crab Legs ...$2.95
Music and Fun ...Free

^

Call for more details • Available In the lounge only

clayborne's
HNW11I KUm ANO IIASOOO ITAUtAMT

703-432-1717

Is your LANDLORD
Too Greedy?
Then MOVE to
cAWison i^Uano/t ^owndouses

Only $150 per Bedroom
( or $600 total)

ThePrudential
Funkhouser A Associates,
REALTORS*

Call TODAY!!!

432-1860
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World News
New Italian leader struggles to keep
unity in face of coalition 'power clash'
NEWSFILE
Marilyn Monroe memorabilia
stolen from Manhattan trunks
NEW YORK — He stole her stole. But
Jesus Davila told the police officers who
arrested him Tuesday that he had no idea
the furs were Marilyn Monroe's until he
read about the theft in the newspaper.
The furs and other Monroe memorabilia
— including personal letters, a Clark
Gable music box and prototypes for a
Marilyn Monroe doll — were taken last
August from a storage bin in Manhattan.
The bin belonged to Anna Strasberg,
widow of Lee Strasberg, Monroe's acting
coach and principle heir.
At the time, the media speculated that a
Monroe buff had committed the crime,
because it coincided with the 30th
anniversary of the actress's death. But
Det. Thomas O'Mai ley said Davila told
him Tuesday it was a mundane crime of
opportunity.
"He said he was passing by, saw the
big boxes and clipped the lock and moved
them to his own bin," O'Malley said. "He
had no idea what he'd taken until he saw
the headlines. Then he realized he was in
over his head and never went back to the
storage facility, because he was
frightened he'd be picked up."
Davila was arrested Tuesday at St.
Luke's-Roosevelt Hospital Center, where
he worked in the registrar's office.
O'Malley said he and his partner, Det.
Richard O'Brien, were acting on an
informant's tip.

ROME — Media tycoon Silvio
Berlusconi, after leading a right-wing
alliance to a historic victory in Italy's
general elections, confronted his first
major challenge as the country's most
powerful politician Tuesday as he tried to
resolve a bitter power clash between his
quarrelsome coalition partners.
The deep split within the right raised
the specter of continuing instability for the
world's fifth-largest industrial power on
the heels of a two-year corruption scandal
and subsequent political revolution that
has decimated the country's elite and
destroyed the traditional pillars of
government.
Following its most critical elections
since 1948, Italy awoke to a polarized
political landscape Tuesday when official
returns from Sunday and Monday's voting
showed Berlusconi's populist Forza Italia
and its rightist allies winning an absolute
majority of 366 seats in the 630-seat
Chamber of Deputies and a plurality of
1SS in the 315-seat Senate. Both houses

have equal powers and must endorse any
government and its legislation.
The Progressive Alliance on the left,
headed by former communist leader
Achille Occhetto, finished a distant second
with 213 seats in the lower house. Before
Berlusconi burst onto the scene two
months ago, the leftist alliance seemed
assured of victory as Italy's former
communists contemplated a role in
national government for the first time.
But the left may have been damaged by
Berlusconi's efforts to whip up lingering
fears about the real intentions of
Occhetto's Democratic Party of the Left,
especially when his alliance partner,
Refounded Communism, insisted during
the campaign on the need to impose higher
taxes and pull Italy out of NATO.
The election results confirmed the
collapse of the Christian Democrats, who
had dominated Italian politics since the
war and their centrist heirs. The Pact for
Italy, led by former Christian Democrats
Mario Segni and Mino Martinazzoli, won

only 46 seats and saw their hopes of
playing a kingmaker's role vanish.
Yet even before he could savor a
triumph that was unprecedented in modern
Europe, Berlusconi's status as the
prospective head of government was
caught in the cross-fire of a fight between
his two partners, the neo-fascist National
Alliance and the federalist Northern
League.
Umberto Bossi, the fiery architect of
the League's demand to split Italy into
three autonomous regions, insisted his
party would not participate in a
government with the neo-fascists because
they represent "reactionary and extremist"
forces that want to continue sucking
money from the wealthy north into the
poorer south.
As he strives to build a government
program, aides said, Berlusconi hopes to
find more common ground with his
partners on the need to unleash the forces
of private enterprise in a country that has
Europe's largest state sector.

Technology haters unite in
'Lead Pencil Club'
WAINSCOTT, N.Y. — Bill Henderson
hates technology. He hates it so much he
has created an organization of techno
baiters, called The Lead Pencil Club, [a
division of The Contraptionless
Corporation of America.] The club's
letterhead describes it as "a pothole on
the Information Highway."
According to the club, "We are rushing
to nowhere, and we are running on
spiritual empty. Soon, blessed with fax,
voice and e-mail, computer hookups and
TVs with hundreds of channels, we won't
want to leave our lonely rooms — not to
write a check, work, visit, shop, exercise
or make love [virtual reality will serve the
sexual urgings.]"
The free club appears to have found a
following: Since die Manifesto appeared
in two national newspapers a few months
ago, more than 100 supporters a week
have been sending letters to Henderson,
asking how they can join.
Henderson sends' them back a
pamphlet and offers to sell them a T-shirt
emblazoned with the words, "What's the
Hurry?" ($19, plus $1 for shipping).
V. Times/Washington Post
news service

BOB DALY

Two federal agencies to uncover lack of D.C. funds
WASHINGTON — Two key House
Democrats on Tuesday called upon two
federal agencies to rigorously examine the
District of Columbia's financial books to
determine whether the city is running out
of money and where its money has been
going in recent years.
Rep. Fortney "Pete" Stark, chairman of
the House District Committee, and Rep.
Julian C. Dixon chairman of the House
D.C. Appropriations Subcommittee, both
California Democrats and longtime allies
of the city, said they are examining the
"causes, effects and ramifications of the
District's current financial problems."
The representatives wrote a four-page
letter to the U.S. General Accounting
Office and Congressional Budget Office

directing the agencies to determine why
the District — despite three years of
technically balancing its $3.4 billion
general operating budget — is running so
short of money that officials are
considering borrowing money from the
U.S. Treasury, the city's lender of last
resort The report is due in about 30 days.
Stark and Dixon's letter marked the
first time since the District won limited
home rule in 1973 that top congressional
officials have moved to reassert control
over the city's spending and financial
management.

The lawmakers sent their letter on the
same day that a Wall Street bond-rating
agency questioned whether the budget
approved last week by the D.C. Council

produces enough money for the city to pay
its bills.
Mayor Sharon Pratt Kelly had dismissed
comments about federal intervention as
political. Kelly's chief financial officer,
Ellen O'Connor said, "We will work
closely with these two stellar research
institutions of Congress."
Separately, Moody's Investors Service,
one of the agencies that determines the
city's ability to borrow and what it pays to
borrow, said the council's package of
spending cuts and tax increases included
some measures that "may not be
achievable" or "will not provide cash
resources."
— LA Times/Washington Post
news service
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ERIC LAMBERT

THANKS, JMU
I'd like to take this opportunity to say
thank you to the JMU students,
volunteers, and especially Susan and
all the staff at the University Program
Board for making Sunday's show such
a success. Even with the terrible
weather and travel problems, JMU
students made the event one of the
most enjoyable of my career. Thanks
again and I'll see you soon.
Go Dukes!

^

^■p
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Campus News
Fashion merchandising to sponsor
'Springiest' luncheon and fashion show
The JMU fashion merchandising department and the
Office of Special Events is sponsoring a "Springfest
Fashion Show and Luncheon" on April 4 in the Phillips
Hall Ballroom from noon to 1 p.m.
The audience will have lunch while they view models
wearing fashions from J.C. Penny, Leggetts, Alfred Neys
and the Bridal Gallery.
The cost of the fashion show is $7.95. For
reservations, call the Office of Special Events at x6637.
Group tables of four and eight available upon request.

POLICE
by Greg Frown
police reporter
Campus pokes report the blowing:
Assault of Campus Cadet
• A student was charged judicially for allegedly assaulting a
campus cadet at 2:32 am. March 27 at the rear of the Sigma Phi
Epsiion fraternity house.
The individual reportedfy refused to produce identification and
allegedly struck the cadet's hand, knocking the cadet's radio to the
ground.
Indecent Exposure
• An individual allegedly exposed himself at 10:30 a.m. March 25
in Y-tot. The suspect was described as an elderly, white male about
6 feet tad and weighing about 190 pounds.
The make and registration of the suspect's car were identified.
He was last seen wearing a gray baseball cap, a green nylon
jacket, gray pants and a pink button-up shirt.
The incident is stl under investigation.

NEWSFILE
Students can pick up revised report of
academic progress sheets in Wilson Hall
Sophomores, juniors and seniors are encouraged to
pick up their revised report of academic progress sheets
next week in the Registration Center in Warren Hall, rm.
504. Students must bring their JAC card to the
Registration Center from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in order to
receive their revised RAP sheets.

Center for Service-Learning seeks
students to tutor high school students
The Center for Service-Learning is in need of JMU
students with tutoring skills, especially in Spanish,
French, chemistry, biology, algebra and trigonometry, to
volunteer their time for two to three hours a week
working with high school students who may be at risk of
dropping out.
The program is coordinated by CS-L through the
Harrisonburg City Schools Drop-Out Prevention
Program.
For more information, call x6366 or stop by Taylor
Hall, rm. 205 between 1 p.m. and 5 p.m. on Mondays,
Wednesdays and Fridays.

ZTA members to distribute 'shower cards'
to promote breast self-exams
Members of the JMU Gamma Kappa Chapter of Zeta
Tau Alpha Women's Fraternity will be distributing
shower cards to show women how to perform a breast
self-exam.
The group will distribute the cards to increase breast
cancer awareness and support the Susan G. Komen
Breast Cancer Foundation, the group's national
philanthropy.

Female role models wanted for program
targeted to at-risk teenagers
The
Goodbye
Cinderella
Program
of
Harrisonburg/Rockingham County is looking for female
mentors and role models to participate in a prevention
guidance program for at-risk females.
Weekly support sessions each Wednesday afternoon
will be running from April 6 to the end of May.
The program is designed to educate young women
between the ages of 12 and 17 on how to take care of
themselves and become independent and responsible for
their own lives.
For more information, contact the Center for Service
Learning at X6366.

Suspicious Person
• A non-student was afegedty riding a bicycle and lurking around
Gilford Hal andWayiand Hal at 12:55 am. March 28.
The individual was served with a trespass notice after reportedly
leaving the porch of Gifford Hal
Obscene/Threatening Phone Call
• An untdentitied individual reportedfy placed a threatening phone
cal to an off-campus student at 3:45 p.m. March 24. The individual
threatened to physically harm the student's roommate.
The victim was advised to report the incident to the
Harrisonburg Police for investigation.
• An unknown individual reportedfy placed an obscene phone cal
to a student in Dtogledine Hal at 2:07 a.m. March 28.
Destruction of Public Property
• An unknown individual allegedly kicked and broke a sink in the
basement of the Sigma Pi fraternity house at 3:22 a.m. March 27.
A fraternity officer reportedfy lacerated his hand in an attempt to
cut off the water supply to the sink.

LOG

The victim went to the Rockingham Memorial Hospital
emergency room for treatment.
Grand Larceny
• A JVC stereo AM/FM compact disc player was reportedly stolen
from the Alpha Sigma Tau sorority house between 11:35 p.m.
March 25 and 1 am. March 26.
The stereo is valued at $250.
• A black L.L. Bean backpack was reportedly stolen in the Music
Building between 11 am. and 12 p.m. March 28.
The backpack contained several books, notebooks, a blue daily
planner, a blue wallet with a Maryland driver's license, a social
security card, a NationsBank ATM card, various credit cards, a
checkbook and keys.
The backpack reportedly had been left unattended on the floor
by lockers.
• A BUHL brand overhead projector was reported missing from a
cart in room 105 in Zane Showker Hall on March 24.
The projector has the serial number 1A2963TCP11 inscribed on
it.

Petty Larceny
• A Rolodex Pocket Electronic Organizer/Planner was reportedly
stolen from a staff member in Shenandoah Hal between 1:30 p.m.
and 5 p.m. March 25.
The planner, model 919191, has a 64K memory, a display
screen and a denied case.
It is valued at $90.
• A Bell telephone answering machine and $60 in cash were
reportedly stolen from adjacent rooms in the Sigma Kappa sorority
house between 11:30 p.m. March 26 and 12:30 a.m. March 27.
Both rooms were reportedly open and unattended at the time of
the incident.
Attempted Larceny
• An unidentified individual reportedly attempted to steal a bicycle
from a Zane Showker Hall bike rack between 11 am. and 5 p.m.
March 24.
Pry marks reportedly were found on the "U" lock that secured the
bike to the rack. The bike was not damaged.
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CAMPUSEVEMTS
Thursday

Friday

• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,5-6:30 p.m.
• Campus Crusade for Christ large group meeting,
"Prime Time," Miller Hall, rm. 101,8 p.m.
• International Affairs meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,
8 p.m.
• Teach for America Campus Movement meeting,
Taylor Hall, rm. 311,8 p.m.
• Planetarium Program, Miller Hall, Wells
Planetarium, 7 and 8 p.m.
• Visiting Scholar, Mary Garrard, professor of art at
American University presents "The Feminist Art
Movement of the 1970s," Graf ton-S to vail Theatre,
«4:30p.m.

• Physics Seminar, "Magnetic Bearings: A
Technology Overview," Miller Hall, rm. 109, 3:15
p.m. Refreshments will be served at 3 p.m.

Saturday

Sunday

• Musical Concert, Associate Professor of Music
Doug Kehlenbrink performs on the bassoon, Wilson
Hall auditorium, 8 p.m.
• JMU Baseball vs. George Mason, 1 p.m.,
Longfield-Mauck stadium.
• Men's Lacrosse Club vs. Old Dominion University,
3 p.m., Bridgeforth Stadium.

• JMU Baseball vs. George Mason, 1 p.m.,
Longfield-Mauck Stadium.

• Rockfest '94, Phillips Hall Ballroom, 7 p.m. to
midnight. Tickets cost S3 in advance, $5 at the door.
For information call x7311.

9
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SGA

Governor.

continued from page 3

continued from page 3

• The Honor Council received
an operating budget of $9,991.
• The Bluestone received
$97,717 to produce the JMU
yearbook, an increase in over
$3,000 from their 1993-94
budget.
• The Interhall Council received
$1,385 for their operating budget.
• The Breeze received $27,795,
which Wunder said is 35 percent
of the newspaper's printing
budget.
• The Panhellenic Council

received $16,934, an increase in
over $2,000 from last year's
budget.
• The
University
Class
Organization received $10,136,
for their operating budget.
• The Interfraternity Council
received $15,627, an increase in
over $2,500 from their 1993-94
budget.
• After front-end budgeting,
there was $21,508 remaining in
the SGA contingency account to
be given to various JMU clubs
and organizations next year.

Spotswood
continued from page 3

year have been or will be
reassigned, McConnel said.
He said the closing of
Spotswood should not affect oncampus housing next year.
"There shouldn't be any
housing problems with the
opening of Wampler, which is
twice as big as Spotswood,"
McConnel said.
The university may also regain
the lease for Wine-Price Hall,
currently leased by Rockingham
Memorial Hospital.
"We have a commitment to
returning students, first years,
transfers and graduate students
when planning for housing,"
McConnel said.
Freshman Steve Gass, a

resident of Spotswood, said he
feels that the hall doesn't need
any renovations.
"I don't see any need for
renovation. It would be a waste to
install A.C. because the ceilings
are high enough that the heat
rises to the top," Gass said.
According to McConnel, the
renovations are needed to update
electrical
and
plumbing
problems.
"I can say for sure that the
electrical system in Alumnae is
insufficient. The buildings are
over 50 years old and there's not
enough electrical power to handle
modern electrical needs,"
McConnel said.
Other projects include putting
in handicapped access ramps.

the hearing to discuss
environmental regulations.
Junior Alan Howze spoke to
the commission about keeping
environmental regulations.
Howze said he was concerned
about the environment and asked
the governor why he opposed
legislation that could protect the
environment.
"I hope we can explain and
justify to our grandchildren why
our rivers are poison, the forest
has all been cut and our air is
dangerous to breathe, all in the
name of development and all in
the name of money," he said.
Allen and members of the
commission did not respond to
Howze.
Two other people spoke about
the environment. Bob Mueller, a
retired professor from the
University of Virginia, and his
son, Gus Mueller.
Bob Mueller, who is a part of
the environmental group Earth
First and a founder of Virginians
for Wilderness, said development
had polluted the Valley's
waterways and that development
had to be slowed down in order
to slow down the pollution.
Oscar Brinson, an activist with
Earth First and a JMU operations
supervisor for student activities,
said he was happy that Howze
and the Muellers had a chance to
speak, but that had been little

Red Carpet Service. Discount Prices.

The Valley's
Stereo/Video/Music Store.

MAGGIE WELTER

Go v. George Allen (r) mixes with the crowd of citizens at a
hearing on governmental reform In Verona Tuesday night.

"What state employees are really
looking for is some dignity and
respect, and a pay raise."
Allen said he wanted to hear
from all state employees. State
employees will have an
opportunity to voice their
concerns, be said, when comment
forms are placed in their next
paycheck.
Other issues brought up
included improving work
conditions for corrections
officers, maintaining the Virginia
School for the Deaf and Blind in
Staunton and ensuring the
availability of adult homes.

response from the commission.
"Here we have an open
meeting and the governor of the
state should be open to dealing
with those concerns and he
basically said, 'We don't deal
with those concerns,'" Brinson
said.
Several state employees spoke
to the commission about their
concerns with state government.
They spoke about having
increased control over their jobs,
eliminating bureaucracy in their
agencies and pay raises.
Larry Henry, from the Virginia
Alliance of State Employees said,

1-4 Bedroom Apartment Available.
Stop by TODAY to reserve your
apartment home for next fall.

Whetheryoule looking for a CD Changer, a Home Theatre System, a Guitar or just a string, we've
got»tor less, but with more ofthe tnendty. personalized service you demand. So lose the high
possum salesmen & the maH crowds! Come see why Ace MuskfN Electronics has been an integral
part of JMU for over 15yearsl

Alpine • Mitsubishi • Ibanez • Onkyo • Tama • Crate • More!

Now Save $112 on this Alvarez
Acoustic Guitar Package!
Alvarez5212 Guitar • Gig Bag
Guitar Strap • 12 Picks
Extra Set of Strings
5 Year Warranty

$

All This
for fust

258

^^

' Guitar Polish
• Polishing Cloth
Fingerboard Conditioner

Full Service Dept • PA Rentals » Car Stereo Installations
2990 S Main, Harrisonburg
112 Mile South of Duke's Plaza!

Apartment Community

9-6 Mon-Fri; 9-5 Sat.
434-4722

703-4-32-1001

1235-F Devon Lane
Harrisonburg, Va 22807
Office Hours: 9-5 Monday-Friday
Saturday 10-4

91

0NICS

——

Profesionally Managed By Snyder Hunt • Equal Housing Opportunity
-
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Street

Police

Scholar,

continued from page 5

said. "He seems to be benevolent
until you ignore him long
enough, and he starts doing
stuff.Richard restricts his tactics to
rattling pans in the kitchen area
and making appearances on the
stairway, however, she said.
Senior Michelle Kepner, a
theatre major, said, "I love
working in the house because it
has so much personality."
As far as the ghost is
concerned, there is no doubt in
Kepner's mind that he exists. She
said she saw him for the first time
recently when, as she was about
to leave with a friend, she turned
to look back into the house.
"There he was, sitting on the
window seat, just staring at me,"
she said. "It is a little bit
unnerving ... I had heard him
walking around the house before,
but I had never seen him."
But ghostly apparations won't
deter her from working at
Nicholas House.
"You just need to respect that
there's someone else here, and
it's not just your own space," she
said.
Zlrkle House once housed
more than art

Completed in 1920 on South
Main Street, Zirkle House housed
the Lewis A. Zirkle family until
1949, according to Madison

College, the First Fifty Years. At
that time, Madison College
bought Zirkle House from the
family for $13,500 in order to
expand housing for the students.
Shortly after it was bought,
then-president Duke retired. His
family then moved into Zirkle
House, where they lived until his
death on April 25, 1955.
Alpha Sigma Tau sorority
moved into Zirkle House in 1955.
Zirkle House has housed the
art studios and the Artworks
Gallery, New Image Gallery and
The Other Gallery since the early
1970s, when Alpha Sigma Tau
moved on-campus. The art
studios are run mostly by
graduate students, with no fulltime faculty.
Senior Jenny Meehan, director
of Zirkle House for two years,
said that while the house has
character and a lot of history,
"it's falling apart."
In addition to the lobby being
freezing, the walls are crooked,
which makes for interesting wall
hangings in the gallery.
"We paint the walls of the
galleries probably twice a
semester . . . and we paint the
lobby once a semester," she said.
While Meehan didn't know
about President Duke living in
Zirkle House, she said that the
feeling of history was strong.
"You can really feel the
history here," she said.

continued from page 9

continued from page 5

Alcohol Violations
• Two fraternity pledges were charged
judicially with underage possession of
alcohol at 10:15 p.m. March 24.
The pledges were reportedly stopped
while carrying a full, untapped keg of
beer on Greek Flow.
Another student, whose name
appeared on the keg tag, was charged
judicially with purchasing and supplying
alcohol to underage persons.
Alcohol Related Injury
• A student reportedly suffered severe
lacerations to the face, hand, wrist and
leg resulting from a fall at Godwin Hall at
7:04 p.m. March 26.
The victim reportedly was cut by
broken beer bottle glass.
The victim was transported to the
ERICA BLEEG

Professor Doris Wilkinson spoke on race relations and political
correctness In Grafton-Stovall Theatre on Monday.

"It depends on how you look
at it," he said. "Obviously, we
have racial problems at JMU. I
think it requires people to open
themselves up to talking,"
Bullock said.
Heather Flood, president of
JMU's Hispanic Studies Club,

Now rentingforFall1994!

said race relations on campus
seem good to her, although more
awareness of the Hispanic
community is needed.
"There is little awareness of
the Hispanic community as
opposed to the African-American
community," she said.

Rockingham

Memorial

emergency room after losing a significant
amount of blood.
Number of drunk in public charges issued
since Jan. 11:38
Number of parking tickets issued
between March 15 and 28:1,529

I

Reasons to
Return to Long Island

5 Large
FREE
Pizzas!*
University at Stony Brook Summer Session
• 250 courses in 40 subjects
* Day and evening classes
• Low NYS tuition
• Register easily by mail or in person

Thinking About Where to Live?
4 bedroom apartment

comes with:
' Free Cable television
(t $650 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
Double bed in each bedroom
• Full size washer and dryer
' 5 Telephone hookups - one in the
kitchen and one in each bedroom
' 5 Cable hookups - one in the
living room and one
in each bedroom
1
Bujlt in microwave oven
' Patio or balcony
Free Water and Sewer
Free trash pick-up
Full time maintenance

# Live on campus or commute
* Two terms: May 23-July 1; July 5-Aug. 12

*Sign a lease
with THE

Each fully furnished

COMMONS

between April 1st

and April 10th
and receive gift
certificates for 5

large 1 topping

Office Houn
M«.-m- »-5:30

For free bulletin, call 24 hours (516) 632-7070
Please send me the 1994 Summer Session Bulletin:

432-0600 * 869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD.
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pizzas from

PAPA JOHN'S!
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Area of interest

School currently atoning

Anticipated yaar ol graduation '

Summer Session Office
University at Stony Brook
Stony Brook, NY 11794-3730

Hospital

g STONY BROOK
STATf UNIVf RSITY Of NEW YORK
An AA/EQ aduclor and tmployr
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JAMES BROWN UNIVERSITY-

Fact

ES BROWN UNIVERSITY"

The Sneeze is a parody of The Breeze. Any similarities to real people, living or dead, are completely accidental.

Heart

•••

An aorta, two atriums and two ventricles heart to
fall registration — nothing else brings a grin to my
lips quite like Telephone Registration Man.
Sent in by a nut whoS little black book includes
the MENU lady, the Time lady and the Universal
Voice Mail voice.

Rat...

Flushing out our sanitary crutch
Some of JMU's best ideas were thought up while
squatting on the can. There was the idea dreamed
up on an Alumnae Hall toilet bowl to encompass
Hillside, Bell and McGraw-Long Halls under the
illustrious title "Hillside Area." There was the vision on a
Wilson Hall porcelain throne to make the 1994-95
university theme 'Technology and the human interface."
And how about the brainstorm on a campus center
john/jane to have a Taylor Hall Grand Opening months
after Taylor Hall opened!
Stuffed into a stall in Anthony-Seeger Hall, The Sneeze
editorial board had the latest toilet bowl idea stream down
upon us: Remove all toilet paper from campus.
The JMU student body has become too dependent on
this substance. In college, we are supposed to learn how
make it in the real world. We need to learn how to
improvise. And to us, toilet paper has merely become a
sanitary crutch. •
There are several other materials on campus that could
easily serve the same purpose as toilet paper including
leaves, post-dated copies of The Breeze, junk mail on the
floor of Warren Hall and Faculty Senate reports.
Believing a great idea had washed over us, the entire
Sneeze editorial board (all 14 of us) kicked and clawed
our way out of the stall. "We outta generate a list of
demands!" shouted one board member whose foot was
lodged in the toilet bowl.
After cleaning ourselves off with petitions that called
for a voting student member on the Board of Visitors, we
composed a list of demands:
1. Banish all toilet paper from JMU.
2. Install surveillance cameras in every restroom on
campus.
3. Equip every toilet seat with stun gun capabilities.
4. Put JMU parking officer number four in charge of
searching and seizing any toilet paper that ungrateful
students try to sneak onto campus.

Random Poll

5. People who sign petitions to have a student member
on the Board of Visitors must use erasable ink.
After polishing off our demands, we submitted the list
to the highest authority on campus: Ms. Madison.
Two weeks later, we realized our demands had
apparently been wiped away without any consideration.
Meanwhile, all across campus, roll after roll of innocent
toilet paper was having the life choked out of it "Let's
turn our demands into a proposal and submit it to some
committee!" bellowed the board member whose foot was
still stuck in the toilet bowl.
No, we decided, we must act in a pragmatic and
responsible manner. Such proposals should not be rushed
into. We should allow the appropriate decision-making
process at the university to run its due course. Then,
however, we remembered it was a Tuesday!
Following a scientific survey conducted in Burruss
Hall, we learned that out of every 10 JMU students, 9.3
can't tell the difference between JMU toilet paper and
sandpaper. So we have decided to take the only action die
authority at JMU responds to: We will take over a
university bathroom!
Now, we must locate which bathroom we should claim
as our own. We've pared our choices down to a lavatory
in Wilson Hall or Roop House. The characteristics of the
two halls are stunningly similar — both are on the JMU
campus, JMU employees work in both and nobody knows
what goes on in either of them.
But regardless of which restroom, The Sneeze editorial
board firmly believes taking over a restroom will further
our cause to abolish all toilet paper from campus. "We
shall be heard!" gargles the board member who's foot and
arm are now jammed in the bowl.
The house editorial reflects the views of The Sneeze
editorial board which consists of the Miami Heat
basketball team, Yassir Arafat and Steve. Yes, that Steve.

A. Dick Tatar... editor-in-cognito W.V. Bound... insert editor
Curious George ... fact editor Lucy Furr ... asst. fact editor

JAMES BROWN UNIVERSITY

Letten to the editor »houtd be written with secret decoder pent that were found in
cereal boxes during the I960*. Columns roust be plagiarized from Purtaer Prise winning
authors and should not exceed die length of die Bible. AH letters that ain't got no
grammatical errors will be published. The Sneeze reserves the right to change whatever
you wiireso it conforms to our beliefs. The facts in this section do not necessarily
reflect the'opinion of the newspaper, this staff, or JMU. They do.

A slimy, New York sewer rat to everybody and
everything. I hale you all!!!
Sent in by last year's winner of the JMU Miss
Congeniality award

Heart..
A be-still-my-beating heart to the cheezy '70s
architecture around campus. Some things never go
out of style.
Sent in by James Madison, posthumously.

Rat...
A soggy rat to dining services for always having
wet trays at PC Dukes.
Sent in by a complete lame-o.
ixey, what's your
major?"
Question posed by a
visiting high school
senior during a campus
tour.
"What's at D-hall
tonightT'
Freshman Jane
Moron, wondering if
she should eat at PC
Dukes.
Bad To The Bone."
A bumper sticker seen on a car in G-lot.
IVlan, I hope I get oceanography."
Junior Rob Sourdough, hoping he gets
oceanography.
Det you can't touch the bottom."
Words last spoken to Ima Fool before she ran
toward Newman Lake and was never heard from
again.
*
v^an a crutch fit down a toiletT
Breeze editor trying to figureoutSneeze
headline.
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PAST LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Show respect for fellow pedestrians:7
Don't become a dirty 'sidewalk hog
Have you ever had the unfortunate experience of trying
to walk back from Harrison Hall just before mealtime? If so,
you're probably aware of bow nearly impossible this task can
be with the on-coming crowds. As the stampeding herd
presses onward, you may even find yourself forced to step
off the sidewalk into the grass at die risk of getting a call
down for catting campus.
Madison College is noted for its friendliness; of course
we all like to walk to meals with our friends, but must we
walk four abreast on a sidewalk wide enough for only two?
How about ft — are you a "sidewalk hog"?
This editorial ran in the March 6,1959 Breeze.

Parking problems reach new heights;
students demand Immediate solution
Commuters are mad as hell, and they're not going to take
it any longer. One can hardly blame them. When
administrators make promises and then refuse to carry them
out, it is annoying and also discouraging.
Commuters were promised spaces in X-lot last year,
however, because it appeared that they would use them, the
promise was reneged.
We see the parking problem at JMU as three-fold:
First, there is the inherent need of commuters to drive
their cars to class. Second, there is the excess of resident
students' cars on campus and a lack of space in which to
park them.
And finally, there is the increasingly more-apparent need
for the university to make some realistic plans for additional
parking facilities on this campus instead of wasting its and
everyone's time and money employing remedial alternatives
of limited effectiveness which do nothing to alleviate the real
problem.
A recent study showed that resident students occupy all
the spaces in the front of X parking lot and rarely move their
cars during the week. The study also showed that residents
are parking in spaces marked "commuter students only" and
are not being ticketed.
The question at hand: "Is this fair?" We think noL ...
Commuters need to drive their cars to class. Residents

students do not Commuters sometimes need to use their cars
two and three times in one day.
As shown by the study, some residents do not move their
cars for weeks at a time. Granted, some residents need their
cars for jobs and should be allowed to park near their
dormitories.
However, in keeping with the purpose of this institution,
the need of the commuter to get to class on time every day
overshadows any need of the resident student with regard to
his car.
Therefore, giving commuters priority parking in X-lot is
the only logical and fair answer to the immediate problem.
However, it is not the crux of the matter. The inherent
danger in priority parking is that it merely makes the
symptoms of the problem go away without alleviating the
problem itself. James Madison University needs more
parking space. It needs it now
We propose a parking deck be built where K-lot is now
located and in the meantime that the following plan be
implemented.
A. Residents are required to park their cars across 1-81,
not commuters.
B. The number of residents allowed to bring cars be
further limited....
C. Students on academic probation are not allowed to
have cars on campus. Often, a car can provide the temptation
to shirk one's academic responsibilities.
Denying those students whose grades are not in good
standing the right to have a car on campus is in keeping with
the purpose of this institution
Students are here to get an education, not to participate in
a road rally each morning with a parking space as the grand
prize.
This editorial ran in the Nov. 22,1977 Breeze.

Don't wear white shoes In the fall;
'this Is why we have calendars'
Tothaadrtor
We've made an observation that we feel deserves space
in The Breeze.
It is Nov. 1. Labor Day was 59 days ago, fall officially
began 40 days ago, Halloween was yesterday, and
Thanksgiving is only 21 days away! The holiday season is
just around the corner!

Obviously, it isn't spring, which brings us to the point of
the letter too many girls on mis campus insist on wearing
white shoes in the midst of autumn.
This practice is a fashion flaw. In general, white shoes
shouldn't be worn after Labor Day, let alone so far into fall.
We don't claim to be fashion experts. The weather has
been spring-like, and one could easily become confused, but
the line must be drawn somewhere. This is why we have
calendars to show when seasons change. We doubt anyone
would wear snow boots in July.
We realize the temptation to keep sporting these
comfortable little flats is great, but a clean break must be
made. Fall must be given its fair deal, and we must put the
white shoes away until spring.
This letter ran in the Nor. 1,1984 Breeze.

If you would like to submit a
letter to the editor to The
Sneeze, don't. Simply send
your complaints, tirades and
other ramblings directly to the
individual or group to which
they are directed. The Sneeze
has had enough of dealing
with your problems; so
please, take responsibility for
yourself. Leave us out of it!
«

Stop complaining, the bosses are doing their best
What good is a well-paid professor if you don't have a beautiful campus to put him or her in?
Ah, the Uuestone. Very few aspects of this campus
continually remind me of the beauty of our school as
much as does that locally mined material. And every
stroll across the Quad, every glimpse of Wilson or
Jackson or even Spotswood Hall engulfs my soul with
the kind of school spirit that not enough people seem
to have here at our beautiful university.
But while the buildings evoke emotion, they are
merely symbols; the true heart of old James Madison
lay in the people, the administration.
Not enough credit is given to the men and women
who don the suits and bravely tackle whatever
administrative difficulty is thrown their way. It pains
me to hear them consistently bashed by members of
the ungrateful student body. And it is about time they
get some thanks from one of us, a student, who
understands that President Carrier and friends are
doing their damnedest to keep JMU a fabulous place to
go to college.
The other day, it rained all morning. I was glum,
blue. I needed a little pick-me-up. It was then, in my
moment of semi-despair, that I noticed the flowers
splashing bright colors outside of Burruss Hall. I
smiled from ear to ear. And to think, I've heard
complaints about these flowers. People have tried to
tell us that the money for these flowers could be spent
elsewhere, on professor's salaries or something.
Answer me this, what good is a well-paid professor if
you don't have a beautiful campus to put him or her
in?
Some people just seem to have the most backwards

Parody Columnist
— Carl S. Nosisbrown
sets of priorities.
Unfortunately, it seems thai this disrespect for the
administration is adamant not only among the students but
the faculty as well. This land of behavior on the part of
our teachers breeds mistrust of the administration, a
deadly quality at a college. Perhaps these people are
forgetting that the administration is paid to run the school
and that it is not our place to question the administration's
decisions. In order for things to run smoothly, we must
learn to trust our well-trained administration, not question
it Would Dr. Carrier be a doctor if he didn't know what
he was talking about? I think not.
Like baseball owners and politicians, our
administration is continually and unfairly bashed by longhaired, insubordinate hooligans. Haven't you people ever
heard of survival of the fittest? The people on top would
not be there if they could not do the job.
All this brings me to the topic of the recent protests.
My stomach turned as I saw that mob on the Quad blindly
harassing Wilson Hall and the people in it. And then, just
yesterday, a group of students started getting out of hand
outside of P.C. Dukes. I think it is a testament to the
maturity of the administration for not calling in the
National Guard. I probably would not have made the

same decision, for I prefer the Kent State philosophy. I
bet people learned respect for the rules after that
incident
Rules aren't the only thing our administration is
about, though. These people are here to serve us, and
just look at the resourcefulness with which it does the
job.
Let's face it the state, while still holding a soft spot
in my heart has been holding back funds. Again, the
big-wigs come to the rescue. The idea of collecting
money through library processing fees and parking
tickets is genius, pure genius.
Just think how helpful that money is to the workings
of the university. Not to mention the superb training
given to the parking staff. The administration has
turned these people into a finely tuned, moneycollecting machine. My heart flutters as I think of the
brilliance that went into these programs. It makes me
proud to be a Duke. .
That is what it is all about — pride. If people would
have more pride in our school, they would see that our
administration is a good thing. It continually go out of
its way to help out Joe Student while leading our
university boldly into the future. So next time you see
Uncle Ron or any other administrative figure, tell them
how much you appreciate his hard work.
And hell, give 'em a hug, too.
Junior Carl S. Nosisbrown is currently the founder and
president of the JMU chapter of Save the Suits.
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You've got a ticket to ride
Harrisonburg Transit system provides students travel freedom for free
At 6:45 a.m., Jim Purcell ashes his
cigarette and puts on his distinctive cowboy
hat. Turning off East Washington Street,
where he punches in for each day's work,
Purcell heads south toward the JMU campus.
At 7 a.m., Purcell's workday begins in
earnest as he pulls up at the campus
headquarters: Godwin bus stop.
He is one of Harrisonburg Transit's finest,
one of those fortunate enough to be asked,
"Do you go to Hunter's Ridge?" every two
minutes.
Purcell is a bus driver.
Harrisonburg Transit serves the JMU
campus as well as the greater Harrisonburg
community. Twelve routes offer free travel
for students to just about anywhere in
Harrisonburg.
With the difficulties of student parking on
campus, many are not willing to risk the
chance of getting a ticket. Because of this,
thousands of commuter students are
dependent upon bus travel.
Driver Charlie Brown, a lifelong
Harrisonburg resident, says Harrisonburg
Transit is the bridge connecting JMU to the
*-
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greater community.
Brown says public transportation allows
students free access to campus and the
community in which the students play a vital
economic role.
"It's the best thing that ever happened to
Harrisonburg," Brown says. "Without JMU,
Harrisonburg would be a one-horse town."
For Brown and other bus drivers, serving
the Harrisonburg community and helping out
JMU students is a pleasure.
"I enjoy every day," Brown says. "I like
the kids here at JMU, and I'm great friends
with the other drivers."
Though Harrisonburg is not quite a
bustling metropolis, area bus drivers are
pressured with a tight time schedule.
"At times, you feel like you are running a
rat race," driver Vicki Readcup says.
According to drivers Purcell and Jim
Werner, a day in the life of a city bus driver
can be defined by one word: stress.
"There are some things I wished could be
changed, but all jobs have potholes in the
road," Purcell says. "I am very happy with
my job."
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"It's a stressful job, but the good Lord
gave me the ability to handle stress."
For Purcell, one way of combating the
strain is by treating riders with courtesy and
hoping the favor will be returned.
"About one in 10 say thanks as they step
off the bus," Purcell says. "We get few pats
on the back, but we feed off the appreciation
that we do get."
Politeness can help to improve any
working environment, but the key to
successful public transportation is a smooth
time schedule.
For both the student and the driver, every
minute can be crucial.
On Route 6, Purcell will come to eight
stop lights and eight stop signs on each 20minute round.
"I think the schedule is too tight," Purcell
says. "If one bus is off by a couple minutes,
everything can get messed up."
Cranking up the engine on "good ol' Route
6," Purcell tunes in to his favorite country
music station.
"Over the past few years, I've converted a
lot of students into country music listeners,"
Purcell says.
His co-worker Werner, a 1958 Madison
College graduate, begins his day on the Route
9 bus by heading down Duke Drive, enjoying
the calm morning.
"I like driving in the morning," Werner
says. "Everyone is still sobering up, and the
girls splash on all that perfume, making the
bus smell good."
As he cruises past Way land Hall, Wemer
recalls a time when he used to sneak into the
dorm for a midnight rendezvous with his
college sweetheart.
"So much was different back then,"
Werner says. "If a guy was wearing an
earring, it meant he was one of those
weirdoes."
The look of the JMU student has changed
along with the times, but classes remain a
constant in the life of the college student
As the day moves on, the bus stops have
become crowded with students on their way
to campus. When the day is over, Purcell and
Werner will have picked up between 1,500
and 2,000 students.
"At times, the job is like packing
sardines," Purcell says.
Shortly after 2 p.m., Purcell pulls up at
Zane Showker Hall to greet a mob of
business students.
Eager to get home, students forget the
"Please, you go first" rule, hoping to get
lucky and find a seat. With the bus filled to
capacity, Purcell shouts "Clear the doorway!"
to the long line of passengers still pushing up
the steps.
After asking to clear the doorway three
more times, Purcell, not having the X-ray
vision to see through the standing crowd in
the bus, shuts the door, catching the unlucky
kneecap of an impatient student.
In a rage, the student sends an angry
message to Purcell as he kicks the door,
scattering broken glass across the floor.
"My buddies said I should have jumped

At the helm of the Route 9a bus, 54-yei
for about 2 years.
out and dropped him." Purcell says. "E
accidents will happen."
Meanwhile, on Route 9, Werner's day
also nearing a close as he rolls along P
Republic Road
In the next lane, a car sporting bumf
stickers reading "Hit me, I need the mono
and "I love New York" proceeds to di
directly in front of him. Werner hits t
brakes, avoiding disaster.
"I don't see how these Northerners ev
get their drivers licenses," Werner says.
Of student driving habits, Werner, alo
with other drivers, feel there is room 1
improvement.
"Some of these kids don't understand tl
a bus is bigger than a car," Wemer says.'
they don't move, I'll have to hit 'em,"
adds.
Night has fallen over Harrisonburg
Wemer and Purcell head for home. The wc
is not finished, however. Harrisonbu
Transit will continue to offer bus service 1;
into the night.
Rena Rigney drives Route 7, whi
operates at night from 7 p.m. until midnif
during the week and 7 p.m. to 2 a.m. on t
weekend.
Rigney says she gets satisfaction frc
being the students' designated driver, oft
driving not-so-sober party hoppers.
"I don't mind the drunk kids," Rign
says. "I'd much rather them ride the bus th
see them behind the wheel."
Rigney enjoys her job. She notes that t
students are more laid-back because th
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don't have to worry about getting to class on
time.
"The students make the job great," Rigney
says. "I get many invitations to parties, and
last year, I had a fan club at Hunter's Ridge
who cheered and yelled when I drove past."
Rigney has no complaints except for the
occasional vomiters who adds color to the
bus floor and the periodic sightseers who
stick their bodies halfway out the windows.
For the drivers, the bus remains their
dominion.
For the students, Harrisonburg Transit
remains a consistently popular transportation
choice, whether the destination is class or a
party. However, students cite some areas for
improvement
Freshman Lynn Sullivan says some routes
could be altered to help meet the time
constraints of students.
"There could be a direct route to" the mall
so the people who need to get there can get
there quickly without having to listen to 20
minutes of country music," she says.
Junior commuter student John Bland says
the system is excellent, but would like to see
the hours of operation extended.
"There should be more than one bus
running at night, and some of the daytime bus
routes stop before afternoon classes have
ended."
But overall, the on-campus and commuter
students say the system is a valuable service.
"I wouldn't have lived off campus if there
wasn't an efficient bus system to take to
campus," sophomore Greg Pons says.

Harrisonburg
Transit serves
theJMU
community 52
weeks of the
year, 361 days
of the year.
Route l, left
departs every
weekday and
Saturdays from
Godwin on the
hour and 41
minutes after
the hour.

TODO LAPLANTE

Harrisonburg bus driver Mark Nightengale drives passenger Nicole Patton on the Route 9a bus Wednesday afternoon.

Article by Chris Tiernan
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B.U.I.L.D.
Building Unique, Integrated, Leadership Dynamics
Saturday, April 9, 1994
8:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

Sponsored by the Office of Student Activities
What is B.U.I.L.D.? B.U.I.L.D. is a one day retreat for members of your
organization to come and join your peers for a one day retreat to help B.U.I.L.D. your
organization or club!
Through group interaction, guest speakers and workshops, enjoy the chance to meet
new people and BUILD your group dynamics skills! Learn about effective problem
solving, fundraising, holding effective meetings, using your resources to their full potential,
and much more!
For $5 (sent by either your organization or each individual), not only will you
receive all the fun opportunities listed above, but lunch and snacks, will also be provided,
plus an added surprise. Don't be left out of the fun, spaces are limited! Hope to have you
there BUILDing with us.

Organization:
Contact Person:

P.O.Box*:
Amount enclosed:

Names of attendants:

♦Please send the registration form, along with payment, to Chrystal Farmer, Office of
Student Activities, P.O. Box 3501 by March 28,1994. For more information or questions,
call Chrystal at ext 7837 or Tori at 432-1962.
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Opinion
The death and rebirth of Black Freshman Weekend
I am deeply troubled by the rumors that have been
spreading across the campus concerning "the demise" of
our African-American recruiting program. It is important
that all students concerned about JMU's AfricanAmerican student recruiting activities understand the facts
regarding the university's efforts to enhance, not
diminish, our recruitment of African-American students.
The Office of Admissions has been very aware that the
number of new African-American students on campus has
decreased' the past few years. Special steps were initiated
last summer to begin "revitalizing" our multicultural
student recruitment program. These enhancements
included: upgrading the coordinator of multicultural
student recruitment position to assistant director of
admissions; adding 41 visits to high schools where JMU
has attracted top African-American students; developing a
new Celebration of Diversity brochure; signing a contract
last fall with the College Student Search (CSS) Service
for the names and addresses of talented AfricanAmerican high school students in the region; and
sponsoring a consortium effort that distributed copies of
Peterson's Competitive Colleges to qualified sophomore
and junior minority students throughout the nation.
The Office of Admissions was also interested in
restructuring our Black Awareness Day and Black
Freshman Weekend programs to make them more
beneficial to prospective students of color.
During the 1980s, Black Freshman Weekend was a
very successful recruiting event. In 1987, 65 percent of
our special guests during Black Freshman Weekend
enrolled at JMU. By 1993, the acceptance number had
dropped below 50 percent. One of the consistent
criticisms directed at our Black Freshman Weekend from
high school counselors and many of the students who
decided to enroll at other institutions was that the

Guest Columnist
— Alan Cerveny
weekend focused on parties and social events rather than
on academics.
The Office of Admissions had anticipated working
with the Students for Minority Outreach (SMO)
organization this year to develop a smaller, more
personalized program for prospective students and their
families. The plan had been to have a new "open house"
program within the Black Freshman Weekend structure
which would focus more attention on academics and
would also involve the parents of prospective students.
The scheduled open house was canceled because the
leadership of SMO sent a letter to the acting director of
admissions one week before the event announcing that the
organization had decided to withhold their involvement
citing a lack of support from the admissions office.
Reluctantly, the university had no choice but to cancel the
program because the success of any on-campus event
hinges upon the enthusiastic involvement of students.
While we had hoped the new open house program
would invigorate our spring on-campus program, the
bottom line is that any program is better than no program
at all. The Office of Admissions would be happy to visit
with students about bringing back Black Freshman
Weekend as long as everyone involved understands that
we need to explore ways to strengthen its overall
effectiveness as a recruiting event.
If SMO and the Office of Admissions hope to
accomplish their goal of increasing the number of

African-American students at JMU, the first step is for
both sides to come together to talk out their differences
and plan for the future. If we can begin listening to one
another, then we may be able to use this misunderstanding
to foster a new level of awareness and support for JMU's
multicultural recruiting program throughout the university
community.
Our ultimate success or failure lies in our willingness
to work together to accomplish our shared goals.
Alan Cerveny is associate vice president for Admissions
and Enrollment Services.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
SGA treasurer run-off candidate
corrects advertisement mistake
To the editor:

After completing my advertisement for SGA
treasurer, it came to my attention that my ROTC
record as stated in The Breeze contains some incorrect
data. In complete fairness to the readers and the other
candidates, and as my duty as a cadet in the JMU
ROTC program, I would like it to be known that the
honors claimed were received during my high school
Junior Reserve Officers Training Corps — not from
the JMU ROTC Duke Battalion. I deeply regret the
confusion which occurred between myself. The Breeze,
JMU ROTC and all other students involved. I sincerely
hope this mistake does not adversely affect a service
record which is otherwise 100-percent accurate.
Chris Smith
candidate for SGA treasurer

Mental illness has warning signs, too.
Withdrawal from social activities. Excessive anger.
These could be the first warning signs of a mental illness.
Unfortunately, most of us don't recognize the signs.
Which is tragic. Because mental Illness can be treated.
In fact. 2 out of 3 people who get help, get better.
For a free booklet about mental Illness, call the
National Mental Health Association:
1-800-969-NMHA.

Learn to see the warning signs.

The double beds are especially nice at The
Commons, and almost everyone appreciates
their larger size and comfort.

Each fully furnished
4 bedroom apartment
comes with:
Free Cable television
(« $650 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/ete.)
Double bed in each bedroom
Full size washer and dryer
5 Telephone hookups - one in the
kitchen and one in each bedroom
5 Cable hookups - one in the
living room and one
in each bedroom
Built in microwave oven
Patio or balcony
Free Water and Sewer
Free trash pick-up
Full time maintenance

432-0600

♦Sign a lease with
THE COMMONS
between April 1st
and April 10th
and receive gift
certificates for 5
large 1 topping
pizzas from

Office Hour*
Mcn.-ftt-»-S:90
SM.* Sim. 11-4:30

X&tj,

Indian-American Cafe
AUTHENTIC INDIAN CUISINE

Lunch • Dinner • Carry Out
Open 7 Days a Week

433*1177
91 N. Main St., Harrisonburg, VA 22801

Vegetarian Menu Options
w

869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD.
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Vee'sWace
You and your friends can
enjoy Yee's delivery at 15%
OFF on orders of $20.
Delivery • Dine-In • Take Out

Valid only on deliveries & with coupon

1588 S. Main St.

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
with your level of experience As

Any nurse who just wants a job can

an Army officer, you'll command the

find one. But if you're a nurs
ing student who wants to be in

respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation-you'U be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1400-USA ARMY

Exp. 4/10/94

434-3003

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BEAU YOU CAN BE.

1992, one

FLORIDA VACATI©!f

10-15seconds.
. Yar bestctefeos&is
l^CrSrV^ttTe feS8|
I-80O342AIDS
..._;:::-':

LSAT
GMAT
MCAT
GRE
Are you prepared? We are.
LSAT begins Mar. 5th
and Apr. 30th
GRE begins Apr. 16th
GMAT begins May 7th
Smart people read the fine print. Smart people «M
personal attention. Smart people want small c lattei of I2
students or fewer, gmuped according lo abtlity. Snarl
people want free Extra-Help with their instructors Smart
people won! guaranteed satisfaction. Smart people want
The Princeton Review, because they know thai if they
complete our course, take the exam, and are not satisfied
with their scores, we'll work with them, for up to a year, at
no charge. So, prep with at; we won't let you down.

An easy 10
minute walk
to campus.
(No hills to climb
or interstate to
cross).

CALL TODAY!

$100" PER GROUP OF FOUR
SIGNING LEASE TOGETHER!

432-9502
Amenities Galore

Professionally managed by:
Horsley and Constable
Property Management Division
434-1173 or 432-9502

COLDUietL
BANKGRU

THE

HORSLEY AND
CONSTABLE
(800) 778-PREP

♦OPEN HOUSE DAILY MONDAY
THRU SATURDAY*

• Pedal on the level - no hills to climb
or interstate to cross.
• Only four blocks to campus.
• Energy efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball courts.
• Paved parking spaces.
• Pre-wired for telephone.
• Telephone & cable outlets in each room.
• Deadbolt locks and door viewers on
all apartments.
• Well lit parking lot and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus &
Valley Mall.
• Full time management and maintenance.
• No sliding patio doors.
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Style
Power of the word:
Acclaimed poet, educator and lecturer
addresses students, faculty, community
by Jason Corner

ERICA BLEEG

Maya Angelou spoke last night at the Convocation Center.
The event was part of Community Awareness Day.

staff writer
With a long, slow sway of her
hips, the muse's song begins.
Her voice is the voice of ages,
bringing the stories of a life lived
in the written and spoken word,
punctuating each syllable with a
snapped finger and a hand
motion.
"How indeed have people
survived. I suggest it is because
of the love in the poetry,"
renowned poet and lecturer
Maya Angelou said last night to
an almost full crowd at JMU's
Convocation Center.
Angelou was brought to
JMU through the combined
efforts of University Program
Board, the Black Student
Alliance, the Center for
Multicultural Student Services
and the Women's Resource
Center.
"She is a renowned poet, and
she is, in fact, the most sought-

after speaker on college
campuses,*' Byron Bullock,
director of the Center for
Multicultural Student Services,
says.
"She has a tremendous amount
of style and believes in the power
of the word,"Joanne Gabbin,
associate professor of English,
says.
Gabbin had a chance to hear
Angelou's "powerful word" two
years ago when she delivered a
lecture series at Bridgewater
College. Gabbin brought the
students in her Major Black
Writers in Poetry class for an
opportunity to speak with a
professional black writer.
They met with Angelou and
discussed research papers they
were writing. "She told them that
it was an exciting project, and she
told them that she would help
them find a publisher," Gabbin
says.
"She is so knowledgeable. I
just wish everybody could sit

down and talk to her for fifteen
minutes," senior Danielle
Ferguson says. Ferguson, one of
Gabbin's students who met
Angelou says, "She thought that
was a great project and she
encouraged us."
Angelou, who currently
teaches as a Reynolds Professor
of American Studies at
Wakeforest University in North
Carolina, is no stranger to
working with students.
Although she is an educator,
Angelou is best known as an
author. She has published several
volumes of poetry, including
Just Give Me a Cool Drink of
Water Tore I Die and Oh Pray
My Wings Are Gonna Fit Me
Well, as well as autobiographical
works such as The Heart of a
Woman and her best-known /
Know Why the Caged Bird
Sings.
Before even speaking a
WORD page 20

Grads mix work and play in concert for charity
by Christian Munson
stqffwriter
Picture this: Seventy-five degrees,
Sunday afternoon sunshine, blue skies,
cold beer and the unique beat of Virginia's
best bands entertaining a crowd of college
students from universities across the
region.
Sound like a good time?
It does to 1992 JMU graduates Todd
Perry and Greg Sparrow who have spent
more than a year putting together the first
ever Lake Matoaka Music Festival to be
held at William & Mary's Lake Matoaka
Amphitheater on April 10, beginning at 11
a.m.
The festival will feature the music of
BS&M, Boy-O-Boy, Everything, Gibb
Droll and the Dave Matthews Band in an
all-day benefit concert for the Virginia
chapter of Special Olympics.
The concert, advertised on bulletins
across campuses as "the road trip of the
year," is actually a class project for the
two graduates, who are currently enrolled
in William & Mary's Master of Business
Administration program. They also hope
to reach their goal of raising $20,000 for
Special Olympics.
Perry and Sparrow thought it would be
a good way to combine their schoolwork,
a charitable cause and something that
interests them — music.
"We knew the bands and thought them
to be up and coming," Perry said. "Being

COURTESY Of EVERYTHWG

The band Everything will jam at the Lake Matoaka Music Festival. The Dave
Matthews Band, Boy-O-Boy, Gibb Droll and BS&M will also perform.

in the MBA, we sort of daydreamed about
promoting them.
"I grew up with Gibb Droll in
Winchester," he said. "When I got to
JMU, I got to know the guys in Everything
through Greg [Sparrow]." These friends
introduced him and Sparrow to other
friends and got them inside the local band

scene where they developed a genuine
appreciation for the music.
Their interest in music, combined with a
knowledge about business dealings gave
the pair confidence in their endeavor.
They signed over $15,000 in liabilities to
the bands before William & Mary's
administration agreed to let them use the

open-air amphitheater at Lake Matoaka.
That was more than a year ago. Since
getting approval. Perry and Sparrow have
aggressively organized a promotional
campaign of advertising designed to draw
college students from across Virginia,
Maryland and North Carolina.
The fraternity, which is hanging posters
around campus and running adds on Q101,
WHSV and in The Breeze, will also help
with concessions during the concert.
Perry, a member of Delta Sigma Pi
business fraternity, and Sparrow, a
member of Alpha Kappa Lambda
fraternity while at JMU, contacted their
brothers to help with the endeavor in
Harrisonburg.
Community Service Chairperson at
Delta Sigma Pi, Dave Bergman said, We
supply the concert with free publicity here
on campus to get the word out about this
benefit for Special Olympics."
The concert promises a variety of
musical
talent.
"With BS&M. Boy-O-Boy, Gibb Droll,
Everything and the Dave Matthews Band,
we got a unique field of music," Perry
said. "Something will make you happy no
matter what you like."
Eddie from Ohio, regulars at Joker's in
Harrisonburg, will open for the headlining
bands at 11 a.m., kicking off an afternoon
of musical exhibition.
BS&M, a band of high school friends
from Richmond who reunited after college
CHARITY page 20
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continued from page 19

Charity

continued from page 19

word, she strode out onto the stage and
began singing a 19-century gospel song "I
Open My Mouth To The Lord." Moving in
time to the music, she sang the refrain, "I
Open My Mouth To The Lord, and I won't
turn back, no," and punctuated each
chorus with a poem of hers, painting
scenes of African-American life.
Angelou emphasized that above all,
students should come away from her
speech realizing that "We are more alike,
my friends, than we are unalike," a line
from one of her poems. To show this, she
spoke on the universal importance of
poetry and literature and how it affected
her life.
She spoke about her childhood in the
South and of her retreat, at age seven, into
a silence that would last six years. Rather
than emphasizing this painful part of her
life, however, she talked about her
recovery and the books she had loved
growing up — the poetry of Langston
Hughes, Georgia Douglas Johnson and
other African-American authors.
She referred to the timewhen she had
decided to deliver a monologue by the
quintessential Dead While Male, William
Shakespeare. "I was going to knock those
people off their pews," she said of her plan
to deliver a monologue from "Merchant of
Venice" to her town's church. Friction,
however, arose between her and her
grandmother "Mama."
"I had to tell Momma Shakespeare was
white," she says with a laugh.

ERICA BLEEG

Maya Angelou is renowned for her
poetry, drama and T.V. scripts.
Angelou explained how this illustrates
her message of brotherhood. "I understand
that Shakespeare wrote it for me," she
says, "just as [African-American poet]
Paul Lawrence Dunbar wrote it for you."
The memorable moment was her
final words, a rendition of her poem
"Phenomenal Woman," ending with: "I'm
a woman/ Phenomenally/Phenomenal
Woman/That's me."

be a blast for both audience and band
members according to junior Kari
Williams.
"Everything's been on the road out
West touring, and they're friends with all
the bands," said Williams, publicist for
Everything.
"There's never much time for them to
get together and have fun. There will
probably be some incredible jams at the
show," he said.

to form an acoustic trio playing classic
rock and originals, will play the first 90minute set.
Boy-O-Boy will step up the rhythm
with their ska-reggae beat in the second
set.
Coming out of Virginia Tech, Boy-OBoy holds a contract with Cellar Door
Records. They perform in clubs from
Georgetown to Richmond to Norfolk.
Gibb Droll and his band from Virginia
Beach will take the third set. Their
combination of keyboard, bass, drums and
guitar fits together to create a blues
harmony.
Everything will jam next. The six
former JMU students with their funky,
free-style performance were voted secondbest live act in Washington D.C. by Music
Monthly in 1993. The band consistently
sells out at clubs across the mid-Atlantic
region.
Locally, the band has a reputation for
its lively stage presence. "Everything
plays with a lot of energy and never fails
to get the crowd into it," senior Matthew
Vlieger said.
The Dave Matthews Band will finish
the show. Beginning about six years ago,
the band combines lead singer Dave
Matthews' distinct voice with the melody
of a sax and fiddle. Their music landed a
contract with RCA and earned a number
six spot on this month's Rolling Stone
college charts.
The union of these bands, who all got
their start on a college scene, promises to

Something will make
you happy no matter
what you like"
Todd Perry
coordinator of concert
Boy-O-Boy bassist Dave Peterson
echoes Williams' prediction.
"It's excellent to play with bands we
admire and our schedules rarely give us
the chance. We've all worked so hard to
get where we are, and it's a thrill to play
with them."
Tickets for the festival cost $12 and can
be purchased in advance by contacting
Delta Sigma Pi Brother Mike Therrien at
432-7259. Doors open April 10, at 10:30
a.m.

Spaces Available For
Singles
BEGIN A COLORFUL CAREER

5 Large
For over 127 years, Sherwin-Williams has led the paint industry to become a Fortune
200 company. We think quality, make quality, and sell quality. Sherwin-Williams is
coming to campus seeking high caliber graduates to place in our Management
Training Program.
With over 2,000 stores across the country, opportunity awaits those individuals
anxious to put their degrees to work. As part of our management team you'll become
involved in multiple facets of business operations including sales, personnel, credit,
accounting and more.
As part of our commitment to you, we'll offer you a formalized training program to
help you develop and enhance your skills in an atmosphere of practical and proven
business success. In addition, you will receive a competitive compensation and
benefits package, exceptional career growth opportunities, and the satisfaction of
working for an organization that is #1 in the industry.
If you are graduating this semester and would like to consider these rewarding
opportunities, please contact your Career Placement office to arrange for an
interview.

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/V/D
•

FREE
Pizzas!*

No Assembly Required-Even Your Cable T.V.
Hook-up is Included!
•Sign a lease
Each fully furnished
4 bedroom apartment
comes with:
' Free Cable television
(a S6S0 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.)
Double bed in each bedroom
• Full size washer and dryer
' 5 Telephone hookups - one in the
kitchen and one in each bedroom
' 5 Cable hookups - one in the
living room and one
in each bedroom
1
Built in microwave oven
' Patio or balcony
Free Water and Sewer
Free trash pick-up
1
Full time maintenance

with THE
COMMONS
between April 1st
and April 10th
and receive gift
certificates for 5

large 1 topping
Office Hours
Mon-RL- 9-5:30
Sal.* San. 11-4:30

432-0600

pizzas from

PAPA JOHN'S!

869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD:
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Sports

CAA Leaders
(as of March 29):
Old Dominion
Richmond
UNC-Wilmington
William & Mary
East Carolina
JMU
George Mason

7-2-0
4-2-0
5-4-0
5-4-0
3-3-0
3-6-0
0-6-0

Batting averages
(min 2AB/G)

NHHM0
JMU third baseman Brad EdMil and catcher Graf Bulheller collide a* Edsel catches a pop fly in the fifth inning Tuesday.

Dukes rally from six-run deficit
Kaufman's single in the 10th brings Brooks home for 7-6 JMU victory
by Mike Heffner
senior writer
Maybe it is a ctich6, but it really isn't
over until it's over.
Senior third baseman Jeff Kaufman's
bases-loaded single in the bottom' of the
10th inning drove home freshman
outfielder Macey Brooks, capping an
incredible seven-run rally for the Dukes.
JMU turned a 6-0 deficit into a 7-6 victory
against Radford on Tuesday afternoon,
breaking a three-game losing streak.
"I think that says a tot for the character
of the club," Dukes* head coach Kevin
Anderson said. "Instead of panicking, the
kids battled back, and it's good to win a
ballgame in extra innings.'*
Brooks led off the Dukes' 10th with a
pinch-hit double to right center off
Radford closer Travis Toms. After a wild
pickoff throw advanced Brooks to third,
the Highlanders intentionally walked the
bases loaded, bringing up Kaufman for his
first at-bat of the game.
Kaufman fell behind to Toms with two
strikes, but then muscled an inside fastball
to left field over Radford's drawn-in
outfield. Brooks trotted in with the
winning run as the Dukes, now 14-11,
completed their biggest comeback of the
season.
Toms took the loss for Radford, which

fell to 11-10 for the year. Junior lefty Greg
Whiteman pitched 3 2/3 scoreless innings
in relief for his third victory of the season.
The Dukes started off the game as cold
as Tuesday's blustery, 45-degree weather.
Starting pitcher Brian McNichol,
sophomore, was tagged for five runs in the
Radford half of the first, the big blow
came from Highlander shortstop Kelly
Dampeer's three-run homer.
Dampeer doubled home another run in
the third inning, boosting Radford's lead
to 60.
McNichol gave way to sophomore
right-hander Casey Brookens in the fifth,
who along with Whiteman held off the
Highlanders the rest of the game.
JMU's bats finally warmed up in the
bottom of the sixth as the Dukes knocked
Radford starting pitcher Mark Walker out
of the box.
The Dukes exploded for five runs on
three home runs as sophomore infielder
Jay Johnson, sophomore outfielder Joe
Higman, and junior second baseman
Kevin Nehring all took advantage of a
tiring Walker and a 25-mph wind blowing
straight out to centerfield.
Kaufman said, "Jay started it off with
that home run, and that got us up in the
dugout 'cause we were kind of dead. We
started getting a little more aggressive."
The aggressiveness showed up in the

bottom of the eighth, when Johnson
started the inning with a short single to
right field.
On a 1-1 offering to sophomore third
baseman Brad Edsell, Johnson was
running with the pitch. Edsell pulled
Kevin Cowden's pitch over the third base
bag for a double, and Johnson came all the
way around to tie the game at six.
Radford did have its chances late in the
game, putting three men in scoring
position in the last three innings. But the
Highlanders couldn't push across the
insurance run they needed, frustrating
Radford coach Scott Gines.
"I don't think we went cold, we just
didn't take advantage of some situations,"
Gines said. Brookens and Whiteman "did
a solid job, but I don't think they
dominated us."
Whiteman worked out of the eighthinning jam with help from Johnson, who
threw out Radford's Aaron Pasko as he
tried to score from third on an infield
grounder with one man out.
Anderson is experimenting with
Whiteman, a starter last season, in the
bullpen to bolster a pitching staff that has
blown six games when leading in the
eighth inning this year.
"That is Greg's new role," he said.
"We're going to use him as a closer, and
today it worked out"

1. Dan Almonte, ODU
.432
2. Tom Sciosia, UR
.424
3. Jamie Borey, ECU
.411
4. Battle HoUey, UNC-W .400
5. Matt Quatraro, ODU .398
6. Brian Yerys, ECU
.395
7.KevinGibbs,ODU
.394
8. Kevin Nehring, JMU J88
9.JeffDausch,UR
.385
10. Sean Ryan, UR
.381
11. Brian Fiumara, ODU .380
12.RickBritton,ECU
.377
13.M.Symmonds,ODU .373
14. Juan Dorsey, JMU J58
15. Shawn Knight, W&M .358
16.MikeRuberti.W&M .345
17. Chris Williams, JMU 343
18. Mike Laskofski, W&M .337
19. Sean Casey, UR
.330
20. Mark Budzinski, UR .330

Earned Run Average
(minimum one inning for
each of team's games)
I. Brett Wheeler, ODU
126
2.JohnFulcher,GMU
1.77
3. Lyle Hartgrove, ECU 1.78
4. Johnny Beck. ECU
2.13
5. Andrew Gordon, JMU 236
6. A. Eannacony, ODU 2.37
7.ErikSandvig,W&M 2.53
8. Mike Sanbum, ECU
2.66
9. Eric Pfitzner, W&M
3.09
10. Scott Forster, JMU 3.15
II. John Smith, ODU
3.28
12. CMcBride, UNC-W 333
13. Don Anderson, GMU 3.37
14. Jimmy Simms, GMU 3.60
15. Keith Coe, ODU
3.67

JMU Notes
• Junior outfielder/first baseman
Chad Ginder hit .357 (5-14) in
five games last week. Ginder
drove in five runs in 17-2 win
over VMI and went 3-3 in
second game of UNC-W series.
• Sophomore Brian McNichol
leads the Dukes with a 4-0
pitching record.
• Senior designated hitter Chris
Williams is the only JMU
player to start every game.
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For most student-athletes, the endless
practices along with hectic class
schedules can leave little time for
much else.
That's just playing one sport Throw in
another sport, and time becomes much
more precious.
"Not even too much time to sleep" is
how freshman Macey Brooks describes
the demands on his time.
Brooks is one of JMU's two-sport
athletes in football and baseball. Brooks
and sophomore Juan Dorsey have been
successfully playing two sports for the
Dukes.
For Brooks, a Hampton native, time
management has been the key.
"It's not bad," he said. "I thought it
would be a lot rougher than it is. There is
not much time to do much. It's baseball,
if there's time for football then there's
football, and then school."
Brooks has started 10 games this
season, hitting .388 in 36 at-bats. He has
already displayed some of the hitting
prowess that attracted pro scouts and
allowed him to be drafted out of high
school in the second round by the San
Francisco Giants.
Having already hit a home run and
triple this season, his third double of the
year clinched the win for the Dukes
against Radford on Tuesday. But Brooks
wants to contribute more.
"I'm just trying to get a lot of playing
time," he said. "The coaches have been
really supportive." He said he hopes to
break into the starting lineup by next year.
Brooks' attempt at baseball and football
wasn't always an option.
The idea to play both sports didn't
occur to him until he was drafted by the
Giants. Without a standout season in
baseball until his senior year. Brooks
hardly considered baseball until the draft
rolled around.
"I got a lot of offers in football. I didn't
get any offers in baseball. I did want to
play baseball, but I didn't think I'd make
it," he said.
At Kecoughtan High School, the same
school that produced former JMU football
standout Eriq Williams, Brooks was an
all-region choice at wide receiver. He also
earned letters in baseball, basketball and
track. When the Giants scouts offered him
a chance to sign with the pros, the 6-foot4, 200-pound prospect had already agreed
to play football for JMU.
"When I was drafted, the football coach
called me, then Coach Anderson called
me. They knew before I did," Brooks said.
"I came home from school and the
message was on the machine."
Making a quick adjustment from high
school baseball to college football and
back to baseball again this season. Brooks
gives credit to Dorsey for helping him son
through the busy schedule. "He's been
through it last year, so he knows how to
get through it. I just follow him. He's
leading me right now," he said.

M»K£HEFFNER

There's no such thing as the off-season for sophomore Juan
Dorsey and freshman Macey Brooks, members of JMU's
football and baseball teams.
story by craig Landis
Dorsey, whose experience from last
season has earned him a bigger role on the
baseball squad, said the rigorous schedule
has gotten easier.
"I've done it two years now, and
actually, last year was a lot harder because
I was leaving spring football and going to
baseball games," Dorsey said. "I'd get to
the baseball game about the third or fourth
inning."
Dorsey said head football coach Rip
Scherer has given him a chance to put
more effort into baseball. "Coach Scherer
told me to make sure I concentrate first on
football, then baseball last year. This year,
he's given me the leeway to have an
opportunity to play well in football and
baseball."
When asked if going back and forth
between sports has hurt his performance,
Dorsey was quick to say otherwise.
"The hand-eye coordination in baseball
helps me in football, and football helps
you be agressive in baseball."

JUAN DORSEY

The idea to play two sports was a big
part of Dorsey's decision to play at the
football Division I-AA college level. "I
really wanted to play two sports and I
didn't want to go to a really big school
where football would be dominant. I
actually thought about playing three," he
said.
But his dreams of joining Lefty and the
Dukes in the NCAAs never materialized.
"It would be kind of hard, but I really
wanted to play basketball, too."
Dorsey has appeared in 20 games this
season, batting .358 with eight RBIs and
five stolen bases. After only playing in
four games last season because of spring
football, he's happy with his effort so far
this season.
"For a while there, it was going real
good, and then I got into a little bit of a
slump," Dorsey said. "But I'm sure in the
next couple games I'll break out of it very
soon.
"I think I've improved greatly in the

last year or so. I hadn't touched a baseball
in two years until last year. Basically, I'm
just rebuilding my skills from high school
and now that I have them back, I'm
excelling."
Dorsey will return to football in the fall
as the Dukes' leading receiver. His 26
catches for 369 yards and one touchdown
ranked second on the team last year.
"I'm taking Dave McLeod's spot," he
said. "Basically my goals are to be allconference this year and be as good or
better than Dave McLeod and possibly
excel and go to the next level."
He attributes his two-sport success to
supportive teammates and coaches.
"They come out to the games, they
really want to see me do well and play
well," he said. "They're kind of persistent
about me doing the football stuff also, but
they understand. They know something I
love to do is play baseball, and they're
very supportive of it They want me to
excel in both of them."

MACEY BROOKS

Highlights

Highlights

• Second on football team in receiving with 26
catches for 369 yards in 1993 season.
• Caught five passes in a game twice during
season.
• Had 32-yard reception in 1992 season against
Virginia Tech.
• Currently ranked 14th in the CAA with batting
average of .358.

• Drafted out of Kecoughtan High in the second
round of the baseball draft by the San Francisco
Giants.
• Highest player drafted out of high school who did
not sign.
• Caught four passes for 92 yards in 1993 football
season.
• Currently hitting .388 in 36 at-bats for the Dukes.
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Sign a year's tease and starting
June let you'll get 1/2 OFF June,
July, and August!
Don't wait until
the last minute
to flU your
housing needs.
They're going

23

SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
FLIGHT ATTENDANTS
World Airways, a charter airline with large wide body
DC-10 and MD-11 aircraft, is recruiting for Flight
Attendants for the summer. Qualified applicants must be
21 years old by July 1 and have a valid passport. A
recruiting team will be coming to campus April 5,1994.
Call 1-800-274-3601 ext. 230 for more information.

Just mention this ad
and bring; yourJMU ID!

w
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Also 9 Cf 12 Month Leases Available*
•Full Sixe Washer fir Dryer
•1, 2, & 3 Bedrooms
•Fully Equipped Kitchen
•Townhouse* or Gardens
•City Bus Service to JMU
•Pool fir Tennis Court
•Furnished Apartments
• Wall-to-Wall Carpet
•24-Hour Maintenance
•Small Pets Welcome*
•On - Site Management

*y*<ui&"
<>w

<m%**>

Combo

Mon. - Eri. 10
Sat. 10-5
Sun. 1' 5

+ tax

Any Large j M77A
One Topping j js=j===

Any Large
One Topping

Rub-a-dub-dub, Relax in your own tub!
Each fully furnished
4 bedroom apartment

•Sign a lease with
THE COMMONS

comes with:

between April 1st
and April 10th
and receive gift
certificates for 5
large 1 topping
pizzas from

* Free Cable television
(a $650 savings - includes
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/ete.)
* Double bed in each bedroom
* Full size washer and dryer
* 5 Telephone hookups - one in the
kitchen and one in each bedroom
Office HOUR
* S Cable hookups - one in the
Mm-Ri- »-5:J0
S*.* SUB. 11-4:30
living room and one
in each bedroom
* Built in microwave oven
* Patio or balcony
* Free Water and Sewer
* Free trash pick-up
* Full time maintenance
4^2-0600

£***

751FQUR
■

+ tax

Two Big 12" j
Subs & Two |
FREE16oz. j
Drinks

Two Big 12"

+ tax

11—,»!M?V

869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD.

; 433-3776

433-3776

• *••
433-3776

Subs & Two
FREE 16oz.
Drinks

433-3776
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SPORTS
HIGHLIGHTS
and sophomore Brady O'Neill all tied
for 36th place, shooting an 80.

MEN'S TENNIS
UVa 4, JMU 3
Harrison burg
Tuesday

REC REPORT

Singles
Richard Roy (UVa) dcf. Scan White, 6-

3,64

JOSH SEELY

Game, set, match

Cullen de Windt (JMU) def. Dan
Lehman, 6-1,6-3
Edwin Lewis (UVa) def. Brian
Phoebus, 4-6,6-3,7-5
Matt Herman (JMU) def. J.R.
Anderson, 3-6,6-3,6-4
John Lisack (JMU) def. Sid Nadkami,
6-4,6-4
Doubles
Dan Lehman-Richard Roy (UVa) def.
Sean White-Cullen de Windt, 8-6
J.R. Anderson-Edwin Lewis (UVa) def.
Matt Rowe-Brian Phoebus, 8-2
Lyndon Melmed-David Stolle (UVa)
def. John Lisack-Eric Weinberger 8-6

MEN'S GOLF

Freshman Cullen da Windt (above)
won Ms doubles match with junior
Sean White, 8-4, against American,
while sophomore Matt Rowe (right)
defeated his Eagles opponent, 6-7,
6-2,6-3. The Dukes crushed the
Eagles, 7-0.

Loyola College Golf Invitational
Hunt Valley, Md.

JOSH

sear

SMASHING

JMU finished eighth out of 21 teams
in the first day of competition. The
final 18 holes were not played Tuesday
because of wet conditions.
Junior Pleasant Hughes paced the
Dukes, tying for 16th with a 77.
Freshman Lanny Duncan, junior Scott
Graber, sophomore Douglas McCarthy

• Tonight is JMU Night at Skatetown
USA. Free admission with JMU ID.
Skate rental is $1.
• Sign up for men's and women's
doubles grass volleyball at the
Intramurals/Sport Club Office, Warren
Hall, room 300, before noon, April S.
• Sign-up for the 17th Annual PreExam Superstars, a competition of
men's and women's basketball, softball
and co-rec volleyball limited to 20
teams. Deadline is noon, April S. Team
captains' meeting on April 5 at 5:30
p.m. in Taylor Hall, room 400.
• Sign up for mini golf in the
Intramural/Sport Gub Office, Warren
Hall, room 300, beginning April 4.
Entries close at noon, April 12.
• "Super Slide Reebok" will take place
tomorrow at 5 p.m. in Hillside Fitness
Center.
• Yoga classes take place Tuesdays at
5:30 p.m..Wednesdays at noon and
Saturdays at 1 p.m. in Godwin Hall,
room 205.
• Godwin Weilness Center will be open
2-4 p.m. Saturday and 3-9 p.m. Sunday.
• Logan and Hillside Fitness Centers
will be closed Friday through Sunday.
• General rec hours for this weekend:
2-4 p.m. Saturday, and' 3-9 p.m.
Sunday.

2 Blocks to Campus
MADISON SQUARE
TOWNHOUSES
3 Bedroom 2 1/2 bath
Fully furnished units
Individual leases
♦ALL ROOMS REDUCED*
Appliances furnished
Central heat/air

with special guest

SAUEM CIVIC QNIER
THURSDAY • APRIL 14 • 7.-30 P.M.

CALL TODAY
434-1173

TICKETS ON SALE NOW at The Civic Center Box Office and il fdcetf^stw OiAte incioding Record Bat *
Valey View Mai. Tracks at Tangtevwod and River Ridge Mais, The Souid Shop in Dawile, Disc Jockey in
(^n^iarsburg and Martinsville a Oiarge^^
7(B-961-TlCSinBlacksburg.ForrTKxeinW^(al7(0-375-3()M.
PretMitod Sy Cot* Door

COLDWELL BANKER
HORSLEY AND CONSTABLE

REARED MEAT

COLDUJCU.
BANKeftQ
HORSLBY AND
CONSTABLE
[ Exclusive Managing Agents
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Humor
THE FAR SlUE/Gary Larson

CALVIN & HORBES/BiUWatterson
GREETINGS. I AM BIOR-UTAR
FROM ZIMTOK-S. I HAVE
COME TO SUBJUGATE THE
HUMAN RACE. DO NOT RESIST.

WHM HUMANS? BECAUSE, IM
A5»\T\0N TO TUE«. VALUE AS
SLAVE LABOR. THEM ARE AISO
DEUCIOUS AND HvriRtTKWS.'
HA. HA HA'

WHEN IT SHOWS, MOU CAN GO
SLEDDING. WHEN ITS WNDY.
MOU CAN FLM KITES WHEN ITS
HOT, 1CW CAN GO SWIMMING.

BUT FIRST, FOR MOUR EAKW
CUSTOM OF "SHOW AHO TELLL
I WILL EXHIBIT SOME. OF
OUR TERRIFYING WEAROWW.

SHE** WPG I ALL RIGHT.
IMJK MBVH •' CALVIN, THATS
GAHSHH,' «*.' i QUITE ENOUGH
HTR WORMWtM),
SUMLDHT HE
>BE IN WME
SPECIAL 3C1WL
Cft33METHlN6?

.THE ONLM SPORT \S ORBING
MOM CRAZM.

\
"Well, Donald — forgot your sun block

IN FACT, IT
OlDHt EVEN
GET ON THE
RONWAM.

I GUESS MOV)
COULD SAM \T
EXPLQOED IN
THE HANGAR.

INE HAD \DEAS
LIKE THAT.

■rl*—*il*m»ir*am

Tapeworms In ■ cow's stomach

NIGHT LIFE/ Mario Nozzarella

£XPL/WATIO^, &OY 5. NCM/.

BULL

##.'*aXF

Thi£N r mo ST &e

(\uv T'rn tjor I
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S

S

REWARCJ$WO
LOST: "WITE" GOUEN RETRJEVER
MrssiNq FRidAy,

NAME:

•5

MARCH 25TU PROM HONE

OuArwy

2

HUNTER

CAMPSITE

•WHITE/CREAM ColOR

!
•qiiEEN

old/

MONTHS

Puppy

TAq

60 lbs.

CAU STEVE OR JACWE

PIEASE

COUAR W/NAME

Attention
Student Organizations
The time to schedule meeting rooms,
vans, buses, sales space, classrooms,
and much more for

FALL SEMESTER 1994
is almost herein
Wed, April 6 - catix3343 at 8:30 a.m
to sign up for a time to
schedule beginning
April 11.
Fri.,AprU8- appointment time will be
posted outside the Event
Planning Office (Warren
Hall 303).'
Mon., April U~ SCHEDULING BEGINS!
(come by the Event
Planning Office at
appointment time to
make reservations).

COLLEa (705) 585^4524

kelp us find out SON'S CHRISTMAS Puppy!

•'

SEAFOOD MEALS

!

§

So

With The Taste You Love
Always with Ponderosa's friendly service

!

Introducing our newest seafood dinner

Stuffed Orange Roughy
All dinners Include choice of potato, Ponderosa's
famous All-You-Can Eat Grand Buffet & Sundae Bar.

• Please make sure the two L_
making alt club reservations j
prior to April 11.

PONPEROSA

♦ lookJormore Ma and details UvqurcM foxes.
Qtastionsm(MBmtMmning^ke atx$3M WarrenMM-

AMERICA'S FAMILY STEAXHOUSENext To Valley Mall & Wal-Mart
433-7121

l members that will be
f a Nuts and Bolts Workshop

£

^

AT the END Of your ROPE

concerning HOUSING
for next fall ?!

PULL in a GOOD DEAL I!

3VIXD1SOX
MXNOR

V

2 Bedrooms & 2 Full Baths
Many with STUDY or 3rd Bedroom
9 MONTH LEASES available
SWIMMING POOL
JACUZZI
EXERCISE ROOM
TENNIS COURT
FIREPLACES in every unit

CALL TODAY 432-1860 II
For a Private Showing
OR
Stop by the Office and

ASK FOR MIKE

ThePrudential
Funkhouser & Associates,
REALTORS*

■

Office Hours:
1-5PM Mon.-Fri.

P^TH

i
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Classifieds
FOR RENT

tammar sublet - Faculty name in
country. 10 min. Irom Harrisonburg.
Heduoed rent in e* change tor town oars
Cat 933-2209

The Commons
ApartiTMXits

FueV furnlehed Dorothy Of Jim, 4S2
664l.CtommciviiiBlhB»a»»,«>*-2977.
bNdsorealy Weae -IwlW uahe.
Fumtohed or urAaWsttod. Water 9 MM
rnduded. Dorothy or Jim. 412-4641;
CeesjeawaakBtolajeay. 434-2977.
1MMI.- Avallabl* Autuot 1 on
DutotorefCourt. Out*, nice. 4W*s. No
smoklng/partiss. on* year toase. 434
2100
3 6R duplex - Almost MI. HH
everything, W/D. DW, MW. Energy
•Hioiont. furniture aeeotiebla. No
pamsa/iiwekJria, eutot neighborhood,
Urge yard, mm shed. August 1, MM
beBdaspoal 434*100
I- MO mMM a 3 unto. Ear*
unit has 4 BFht, 2 bathe, lumitura,
applianoM Ineludno MW. Indh/Muai
lease, *19cVperson. Groups lour or 12
people. Inofcidss water i aaaar. Plenty
parking. 433-9922
'
Meaee - Is* Merweed M. • Malta.
Eaoh un* hat 4 BFa, 2 bath*, tornaure,
appliances inoludlng MW. Individual
■MM, •196tosmon. fTilitliJuns 1 or
Auguat 1. Water 8 sewer induded.
Group* tour or 20 people. 4339422
university Ploco - 1 Ilia. 2 baths.
CompMsly furnithsd, W/D. MW.
IndMrJual base. 8206/8226. Private
bath, water 6 eowor included. Deposit.
UnhroreHy Plata - 4 Ma, 2 bathe.
Completely furnished, W/D. MW.
todtotdual lease. S106. Water •
ratoded. Avaaabls August. No pets. 4339922
Itouaa for rent - Ctoss to oampus. 5 or
8 BR house, 2 toll batfa, torrUunvehsd.
Snare large kaonen, largs bacaporoh, offstrset parking. Large backyard.
iiaaihatCaaa. Must have groua d 6 or 8.
Available fall simaatir 1994. Call
Margaral[Ha/nes, 43*4670 or Dr. John
Wood, dJOOo.
sues, I
Furnished, W/D. MW, 3 Ms. *150rmo.
434-1040
Feme Is roam max and** - Shars
bath, living roam, aWohsaorta. Largo
kitchen dowrwteirt. Avaeabto Auguet or
poHJbty May. Cat Michele. 433-7*1.
Aehby Crssslng Apt*. - Individual
laasaa. gas heat 4 hot wator.
unparalleled on trie managomont,
urtooetebto service. 24-hour emergency
p. bus pick-up every
IB mlaulaa. vosey * bills* al courts,
0

ga^a^"^

""*

S Border amman need 41k - Mad year,
8175/BFt, Untversty Pleoe Cat landtord
to see. Phoenix Enterprise. 432-3079.
■eel beat apt. - University Place.
Furnished. aJ appliances, TV, VCR 3
BR. 2 baths. Available August 2. Cat
434-3790.
^^
One toft - 4 M,
Place. At
rurntohinos, W/D, DW, ir Individual
lessee. Phoenfc Efitorprisss. 432 3679.
JITOBR.

Houaa For Rant Ms9»<yWajDdlll9\2B90Cfc9
JMU Horary at tsaeon a
9tre**4BRe,2betriB,

pats OK, tTWme.
433-8152

unhejratly Court -» M, W/D, pool. 2
1/2 baths. 9926.433-2129.

Ranting 4 BFV2 bath spts.
LookMigforak>rjtoa49roopa
torenttor'94--98.

OMThbOeaMMMMat
'female ataaaaia (1) - «9sVmo. a
Cotege Station, lor year W«. 12-mo.
baaa. 4919101. (301)4734)917.
Sublet Otee Mill VIIlegs, summsr niducid rato. Cal 432-6244.
For rent - 1 M In 2 M apt in Hunters
Ridge. Now furniture, quiet 927Wmo.
plus utHrbe*. Male or tomale. Cat Erio.
432-1499.
Apt far rent - Cmiai BBBBQB, 10 mo.
leeee, 9226/1110. Fuly lumiafiad. Call
4344)411.
• BR heuee - Elizabeth St. All
appkancee. partly furnished. 2349137.
latest* -till htocka tram J99U. 8200922B ptoa share uasati. EaHn lutohen.
Whole house available at present
Deposit required. No smoking, atoahot,
drugs. 434-4699 or 434-3936. 12 mo.
2 tore* rooms In nice house - 2 blocks
from school One large, one very large.
»190/each. Pleaae call 432-9969.
Available May 1 or aee at 801 8, High.
AptDooseatara.
Jj
Heaelng far 1994-96 - Walking
distance. 4 BR. 2 baths, turmehed. 10
mo. leoae available. Blue Mountain
Heaky, 2904110.
Heuelng lor 1994-96 - Walking
diatoms, 3 BR. 1 bath, uraumtohad. 12
mo. toaaa. Blus Mountain Realty. 299911a

fcirnmer aubtot - 1-9 rooma a distil
6 min. walk to oarnpua. 6140/mo.
(rwgottobto). Cat Annie. S94-0197.

I

Fo#KBJT
LARGE DUPLEX
2 BLOCKS/CAMPUS
4 BR. 2 bath, W/D, DW
Fully egrplld. heatpump k A/C
Available Auguat 1, $210/pereon
Can 433-1109.

FOR SALE
Staaaat housing far ssisl Excellent
irweetrrwrt. Corrw see the advantages of
ownership vs. ranting > how you
can tve
yoMt_.
rent-free at Hunter's Ridge, saving
thousands of doaars. University Realty.
Ken Honeycutt. Broker; 715 Port
Republic Rd.. 2nd floor 43*4424
Cornice ler sale - Marvel. Image. DC.
433-1992. ask tor Doug.
Student candos - Furnlehed.
University Place. South Ave. 3 BR*.
avertable 9/1/94. Abo 4 BR townhousss,
$67,500. Kine Really, 4344922.
1996 Fenj Muetaaf LX - New tires,
rvosMM tnufntomcG, VA rpawp^Ktior), 80K
miles. For sals by student. 61.700.
Maintenance records available. 4339*6ttDoug.
1999 Honda CM4S0E motorcycle Hatneto akn. Cal Todd. 4324VJ7V.
•7
ITIISM,

RX7 - Metalliogray. low
good cofxWbon
. Cost 6750.

EC. Cat Baker. »5«38.
Tan* Irleadty malaa eeeking two
i,ZZ<£
" main or Ismalsi lo share a 4
op i^,.
U\ house adjacent to Piaoat Park. Otoe
us a cal or slop by 43 Monument Ave
4334450

.4 an.
2 1/2 baths. Furnlehed, spplisncss.
Auelldbli May 2.434-3790

1999 VW Cabnetot casivertJbto - Fun in
the aunl Low mileage, excellent
condition, great stereo, come see.
H£0O0NADA. 433-5416
Prepare far next aeaaan - Women's
rear entry Nordwa ski boots, sin 24.5 (6
1/2-7 1/2) SSOOBO. Jam. 4324390.

•dht
Rat tor
Oku
summer. Main St.. aak to oka)
June 1. Cal Milne. 699-7199.

Smith corona went era pa Beat - Full
screen, oast memory, typevmter option
pjua eaUa ribbons 6 font wheels. 6250.
Cal Jenn. 4324390.

4 month summer rentala - In ftage
Head area. Cal Cove Rseky, (919)4416361.

HELP WANTED

1214 Forest HHI Reed - 1 BR, 1 1/2
bath. Central air. laundry/Wtehen
appliances. Available June. 9660/mo.
Hess t Miller, 434-7363.
• ■unrry furnlehed 1 M apt - 2
blocks'
blocks to oampua. Smal buadtog. big
porch. May - Auguat. 6230 includes
otiattos. 433-5642.
I-Spado
with balcony on Maaon St. Leaaa
negotiable. Please call Susan at 432Acreea from keeeltal - 1 block to
.212 Centre", house has 24 8fl
apts. Can rent as one unit or as ■
apta.. large yard, tots of parking, laundry.
June toaaa. 11500/mo. Cal 4»5110.
Tewnheuee
with
apeclaue,
. otoeey. beeuttul. furnished
rooms. 4344043, 4324198.
■pnoiBel on UfWowmafy PtaOat oondo. 4 BH,
2futbatha6alaraiatoiuaa.TV.VaO.
oentral An= 4 heat also. Van/ dean 4
weN maintained by tooai owner. Ten
month lease eealaW S17tA>areen 9
10% discount arith 4 people. Call
(600)2314762, days or (703)467-3159.
evenings. Ask tor Kevin f

Crutoe snips new hiring - Earn up to
S2.000Wmo. working cruise ship* or
land-tour companies. World travel
(Hawaii, Maaioo. the Caribbean, etc.).
Summer 6 full-time employment
available. No aaoeranoa necessary For
more Info, call (206)634-0466. ext.
C6326. (Breeze note: There u»
rs/undabie ooera involved with your
• totai ad.)

Stall. Boya aummer camp/maaa.
top aaaary, Rkt/BOrlaundry,
travel aeowence Mud have tkjll
In oo# of tfM tosjtowfnf 4*c<ivtt !••:
Mm*.
BaakatbaB,
Drama, Druma, Fencvng,
Football, OoK. Ouster, Hockey,
Karate, Lacroeee, Nature,
lauraaa, Wtoaayapwy, Piano,
Pool, Rocketry, Rollerfoladlng,
Ropea, SauBrMj, Bcuiaa,
Secretary, Soccer, T eon hi,
Track, Waterakling, Wlnriaorting,
WeighU, Wood. Call or write:
Ceynp Wlneou, 2255 GlerJee Rd.,
Stale 406E, Boca Raton, FL
33431, (407)994-5500 Recruiter

Reetsurerrt/Arceae - Pro Park Family
Fun Center. Wartalarf needed for mid
April opening FtoxUe BBrtoduto*. Cal
Jon a) 4334830.4334434.

eARE-tVIVER
FOR 8-YR-OLD BOY
ActJvs sumrn«>r, 5 days
a warsk, hours vary.
Call564X)416,Joa,or
433-3434, Mary Ann.

SERVICES

wkH be on campus: March 26
Irom 11 am lo 3 pm In Piedmont
No

AA Cruise 9 Travel Employment
Quids - Earn big t * travel the world
freel (Caribbeen. Europe. Havre.. Asial)
Hurryl Busy spring/summer aaesont
spproschmg
Free travel club
membership! Cdl (919)929-4396, X2102
(Breaie no>»: There are oaab imtxVed
«s»iyourroepore»to»toad)

Summer Harp - For the Harrisonburg
area. Construction workers 4 leborers
needed: rooting experience helpful.
OMNBUS, (600)799-2719.

Bkydlve Virginia - Experienoe your
free-fall fantatyl Speed JMU dbcount.
For brochure 4 details call (703)2996296 or (703)9424999.

Executive eecretary/usvernsee Lane estate. Warrenton, VA. Rm/Bd
included, mutt drive. Flexible hrs.
(703)341 -2790. Some travel.

Typist - Accurate, reaaonabla
eorrputorAypawrkar, rush jobs. 43*49*7
or pager. 569-0774.

SIJWEAJO&S—
Work fcl Chariotteevllle or
Mori hem Wfjinia. Earn $3,50017,000 wMh Student Services
Moving Company or Student
Servlcee Houeepalrtera Inc.
CaH (8O0)76«-»931
lor an application.
Llleguarda - Looking for area
supervisors to join our learn. Candiddll
must have pool operators. LGI. 4 a
minimum of 2 yean management
aapoilone. Abo hiring pod merienar* 6
lifeguard* for the summer. Positions
available HI Northern Virginia 4
throughout Maryland. Call (703)666otgi.
Aaatotont Directer d Adrntoelene/
■ ,it UreVerelty
The person in the) poerton wit make
pnnntotlom 6 latxaiaiil the university
d venous rjoltoga lairs, high school
veto. 6 on-oarnpue events. Heraha ak
wil coordinaae tie production ol
arJrrsMor»/recrijrln»rrtpurjkcatDns.
FtoaporwJbiatiee deo wil include
ravtowing aupauatiuia tor unoergriduato
aJnatilunt aaaklng other staff
members wlh various programs 4
projects. Some travd required.
Candidatos for the position must be
teem-onented, set-motivated 4 able to
eftaatoaly orgenbeamaktasks.

FUghto over JkHJ - Open cockpit. $26.
X minules, 3 people. 925. 30 minutsil
Greet gtll Bring your camertl Cal 434
9961.
Adventures - South Fork Outfitters. Port
Republic. VA. Instruction in basic rope,
rawing, climbing, canoe 6 faMng tackle
rental. Cal 249-5280.
Beet nude batches at Europe - Wlh
Eurail access, a 1994 pocket guide.
Send 93 6 SASE or 64 to Travd Las, PO
Box 84, Winchester, VA 22804

We are currently taking appiicatlene
tor a part-time photo |«b «««. Lab
eepenenos oeelrabie, but nd necessary.
Appro*. 18 hrs. weekly on Fri. alawiiuuii
4 Saturday. Need to start Ids April, work
through the summer 4 next fal. Shutter
Bugg-1 hour photo. Spotswood Vakey
Square, near Kroger. No phone cslls
cnthuetoatlc, outgoing, good driving
record, able to art 75 9». - To an* at
Canoe Outfitters, fut-time 6 part-time.
(703)7434189.

oral 6 wrltton aommunJcatton axes. An
undiigiadud* dagraa b required.
meslerx degree order red.
The ■ a part-time, 12-month, saisned
position without benefte. Tee
bgaWfjkfDOfld.

A lettor d appioation. current reeume. 4
tnOJ 04B*7B»9), e%OOf9Ma>9M 9B pnOOdJ T\*JTTvGf%

d twee rderencee ihoukf be sent by
Frktoy, AarM M, IBM to:
Assistant Director d AdrrWesions/
Admtowons Counselor Search
Offcos d Admesnns
James Madieon University
Harrisonburg. VA 22807
JMU it an eoud opportunity, affirrnetive

Adoption - Loving childless oouple,
urujtole to have children, tongino lo adopt
Infant. Call Patty 4 Bob collect,
(703)9044792.
t - Laving etmeaphaie, I
home. We want to adopt a child to
complde our family Ld us help you
during tha important time. Cal Jay 4
Judi. (904)369 0999. odtod.
IU Marat-CoiiaaBkiAevtii
Van 1 - Okeach
Love, Captain Key*.

Evaryona B InvHad
lo HABITAT FOR HUkJANITY
GENERAL INFORMATIONAL
MEETING
on Thursday, March 31 at 5pm
in Taylor 306.
Question*?
Call Lauren, x5544
Had - Thanks for helping ue keep the
tradaon. Thursday night was greatl Well
run with you anytimel Love ya. your
Bare butt Buddie.

JAVA HUT
COFFEEHOUSE

• PM
FRIDAY, APRIL 1,1994

at
Weeley Foundation
9903. Milan Street
Featuring Turning Pomr
Trander etude mil Be a tranetor guide
lor Idl 1994. Welcome now transler
students lo JMU. Cat Susan at 432-1423
tordetaas.
MUpreaent,
CAFE ON THE COHIIONS
Friday, April 1, 8-iOpm
on Tha Common*
Bruce Matlhlaa, Rick Hill A

NOTICE

71h Heaven.
It H rains, we'll be ki
Taylor 4th Boor lounge.

ae^aaae Bsaa^a,asab. lweBws^eeeK^4i^*k eatBtwl.

roc more airusnaioon ana
eeeietenca reoardlnrj the
Invaatlrjatlon ol tnanclng
titnln 119 opportMnttiot 4S work
at home ooporturMlaa, ootltacl
the Betler Buainaaa Bureau
Inc., at (703) 342-3455.

LOST & FOUND
Reward - 91991 Lett "Whit,- Golden
Retriever, 3/25, Hone Ouary, 5 mot., 60
lbs., green collar w/tag. Call collect
(703)3664624. Slavs. (Son's Xmaa
puppy)'

WANTED
I need a place te live ler fall. Call
Chratina. 434-1806.

ArnataurMocMaWantad
Would you like an inexpensive
rxoratsionaI-quality modeling
portfolio? We are a group of freelance photrjgrapriari looking tor
good amaieur modd* lo practice
with. Write Mike Powel, P.O. Box
5786, Chartottasville, VA 22005.

PERSONALS
I-Looking
****•
for tingles 4 groups. Cat 432-0900.

The Cw

Who are the women la yaur pest?
March la Women's History Month. For
info on speakers 4 evena). cat x3407.

May - Summer aubtoL Futy lurnrshed.
3 BR tapt- 2 bfcicfci ffOfn cutrftut. Pnoa>
n»gotiabl*. Call 434-1501. I.«v« a
Hooof CouocH Sacrvtairy
Position available lor 1994-95.
Experience with Works a pars.
Apptoabone are avaMHe d the WCC
mtormdion dook or tha Honor Counci
offios (Taytor 226). Ouatnsd graduate
•tudents 4 undergredustet are
encouraged to apply. Deadline Aprrf 8*
Contact Erin, X63B3.
CPR Recertlflcatlon - One night
course. 818. Ilaartjtd Inc. 432-1770

Adoption
Wot
anxloua to be loving parent a to
your whka Infant. Grvs yourself,
your baby A ua a chance for s
wotldatful Hit. Morn v/IH stay
home. Cal Susan A Ed,

(800)6204190

Recycle this
Breeze, please.
Protect the
environment.

FREE GARLIC BUTTER. JUST ASK!

LARGE ONE TOPPING

S
433-2300

|MU Campuses.Main St

433-3111
Port Rd./xMarket St.

Enough said.

Whitewater rafting In WVa. - Weekend
package indudee food, camping, raMna
6 free beerl Regular, 8108. spaced 8661
Cdl Brett. 4334406 ASAP.

C*BtKnOoa>*M etnOUid dtVTeOOeMrtatv StfOOQ

Alaeka summer employment Fbhertoa. Man* earn *2.0O0./mo. in
oannerles or I3.000-66.000«/mo. on
nshing vessels. Many employers provide
room 6 board 6 transportation. No
aanerlence naoaaiaiyl For more info cal
1206)545-4155, XAS328. {Bnf itoH:
There are /Wuoowc* cos*
vour reepone* to tfis> ml .1

Womene Lacroeee - Good luck el Old
Domwuon today I Men's I acmes t

No Coupon Necessary!
For A Limited Time!

'
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APRIL SPECIAL
The Best Pizza & Prices Just Got BETTER!
CHOICE OF TOPPINGS

FREE DRINKS!
On Mon./Tues.

Fresh Provolone Cheese Mild Sausage
Fresh Cheddar Cheese
Black Olives
Fresh Mushrooms
Canadian Style Bacon
Jalapeno Peppers
Pepperoni Slices
Fresh Onions
Burger
Spicy Burger
Pineapple
* Chicken Strips

;

Nifihts with

Fresh Bell Peppers
Fresh Chunky Tomatoes
Anchovy Fillets
Spicy Italian Sausage
Green Olives
Broccoli
Black Bean

* BBQ sauce can be substituted for pizza sauce on SINGLE topping pizzas ONLY.

Purchase of Buffet!
FAST, FREE DELIVERY
11AM-1AM SUN-THURS
UAM-2AM FRI-SAT

All you Can Eat Pizza, Pasta, Salad
and Dessert
Buffet Available Daily
MON - SUN 11 AM - 2 PM
MON - SUN 5:30 PM - 8:30 PM

$5

07

plus tax

3.99
4.59

<fcC99

<\f %Jplus tax

433-0606

Cloverleaf Shopping Center
WE
ACCEPT

45
$6

plus tax

^P V^lus tax

Medium 1 topping
and 2 FREE Drinks

Medium 2 or 3 topping
and 2 FREE Drinks

Large 1 topping
and 4 FREE Drinks

Large 2 or 3 topping
and 4 FREE Drinks

No coupon necessary

No coupon necessary

No coupon necessary

No coupon necessary

